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Darwin Presbyterian Mission Church
The Presbyterian Inland Mission (PIM) is seeking
under God's gracious leading, to establish a
Presbyterian congregation in Darwin. There is a real
need for a Reformed and Evangelical Church, which
by God's grace will shine
as a beacon for our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. A
number of committed Presbyterians living in the
Darwin area have expressed excitement in being part
of this work, which the Lord willing it is hoped will
start from 1 January 2007.
The PIM Committee is looking for a PCA Minister with
at least 5 years experience to plant and develop this
new congregation.
Applicants will need to exhibit a clear commitment to the Reformed/Evangelical faith
in accord with the doctrinal requirements of the PCA. In addition applicants
will also be expected to have a proven
record in evangelistic and outreach
experience with proven ability in planting and developing a congregation.

As an appointee of the PIM, the Minister of the Darwin
Mission Church will work under the supervision and
direction of the PIM Executive through its Superintendent.
It is expected that the initial appointment will be for
four years with a view to its renewal at the end of a
satisfactory first term.
A travel allowance to enable the appointee and family
to make one return trip per year to a capital city
within Australia will be part of the renumaration
package. The final remuneration will be negotiated
once an appointee has been selected.
If you are interested in this unique opportunity please
direct all enquiries in the first instance to the
Rev. Stuart Bonnington (PIM
Superintendent) 08 9319 2208,
superintendent@pim.org.au.
Written applications are to be submitted to Rev. Paul Logan P.O. Box 2196,
Strawberry Hills, NSW 2012,
assembly@pcnsw.org.au,
(02) 9690 9371 by 15 July 2006.
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editorial

W

hile some of our readers may consider that a further review of Dan Brown’s block-busting thriller
The Da Vinci Code is unwarranted, we have felt
compelled to return to the subject because the
popularity of the book – and now the film – shows no sign of
abating. With more than 50 million copies of the novel in
print and the film already grossing several hundred million
dollars at the box office, The Da Vinci Code is the publishing
phenomenon of our times.
Christians should be interested in the Da Vinci Code
because while it is written as fictional entertainment, Brown
insists that certain key elements in the story-line are genuinely
factual. The book, which is an undisputed page-turner, is about
the modern quest for the Holy Grail, which has been understood traditionally as the chalice from which Jesus drank at the
Last Supper. However, according to Brown, the Grail is not the
sacred cup; rather, it is a well-guarded secret that threatens the
very existence of Christianity. Uncovering this secret, he
claims, would shake the foundations of Western civilisation
and undermine the truth-claims of the Christian faith.
Of course, Brown’s foray into the subject of church history, theological controversy and medieval Christian legends
is nothing new. Many of the subjects with which he deals
have been matters of serious debate among scholars at leading universities around the world. However, what Brown has
done so successfully is to reintroduce these matters of controversy about the Christian faith to the wider public. While
no one disputes his right to spin a rollicking good yarn, the
problem for Christians is that Brown asserts that his representations of early Christian history and the controversies
that raged around these events are true.
Without wanting to spoil anyone’s enjoyment of The Da
Vinci Code, we need to be aware that Brown has several agendas operating in his thriller. Entertainment is not his only
aim; he is also pitching a view of reality to his audience that is
based on a falsification of Christian origins. It’s at this point
Christians must cry foul. History is important to us because
the uniqueness of the Christian faith rests in the mediation of
revelation through historical events. When Brown challenges
those events, he actually challenges Christianity itself.
Peter Hastie ap
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A different gospel
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Dan Brown’s private religion, gnosticism, gets a Hollywood boost.

D

r Peter Jones is the director of
Christian Witness to a Pagan
Planet and an adjunct Professor
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New
Testament
at
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Escondido, California.
Dr Jones holds a MDiv from GordonConwell Seminary, a ThM from Harvard
Divinity School and a PhD in New
Testament from Princeton Theological
Seminary. He was a close boyhood friend
of John Lennon and helped him learn the
guitar. Dr Jones is still a keen musician
who plays bass guitar and jazz piano. A
former missionary theological educator in
France, Dr Jones is the author of a number of best-sellers, The Gnostic Empire
Strikes Back, Spirit Wars, and Cracking Da
Vinci’s Code. Dr Jones has a web-site:
www. cwipp.org.

Peter, the new film on The Da Vinci
Code has generated a huge amount of
excitement and interest. How do you
account for the interest in the film
among Christians as well as the wider
community?
I think Dan Brown is tapping into some

Peter Jones
talks to

Peter Hastie
deep religious and spiritual issues that have
arisen in modern western culture. He popularises a line of New Testament interpretation that traditionally has been considered quite radical and he’s taken it to the
masses through a popular novel.
At the same time he is also tapping into
the deep stream of what’s now called “the
new spirituality”. Many people today are
asking, are there any other kinds of spirituality besides Christianity? Not surprisingly, there are; and Brown is directing
people to one such form, which is gnosticism. Gnosticism is as old as Christianity
and has been practised by esoteric groups
for centuries. However, what’s interesting
is that in a moment of apocalypse we’re
seeing this stuff appearing right on the
surface of our culture. We are going
through a profound cultural transition
where we are turning away from secularism and atheistic humanism and are rush-
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ing like lemmings towards this new gnostic spirituality. It is within this context
that Brown’s ideas seem to be resonating
with large numbers of people.

Do you think the film is going to
generate even more interest in
Brown’s ideas and claims?
It’s hard to say. I initially thought that
the film was going to have an explosive
effect when it was released. But then I saw
the trailer and I thought that Ron
Howard would succumb to the temptation of Hollywood and emphasise the
more adventurous plot rather than the
ideology. I guess viewers will form their
own views on whether Howard has
allowed the drama of the plot to dominate
the movie. All I know is that the release of
this movie gives Brown a tremendous
occasion to spread the agenda of his novel
to non-readers. And I am sure that there
will be lots of people who fall into that
category today. If this happens, of course,
it will be a massive influence on our culture as to the way we think about the origins of Christianity and the way we think
about spirituality.

Can you account for the intense
interest in the film apart from the
obvious media hype? What is it about
The Da Vinci Code that is exciting so
much interest in the ordinary person?
You know, I think the simple answer to
your question is that Dan Brown has
become a gnostic and so he favours the
gnostic account of who Jesus is. I’ve never
said that before, but I’ve been coming to
that position rather slowly. And so his two
attacks on the historic Christian faith –
first, his attack on the historical reliability
of the New Testament and early church
history, and then, second, his rejection of
Christianity as a theological system and
his promotion of gnostic spirituality –
reveal how hostile Brown is to the
Christian faith. Brown is preaching an
altogether different type of religion to
orthodox Christianity. He has discovered
the power of gnosticism as a modern spirituality and so he is driven to an account of
Jesus that was favoured by the early gnostics.
Why is that attractive? Well, I’ve just
said that this kind of spirituality has suddenly burst on to the scene in our modern
world. As a culture we have turned away
from secularism and have warmed increasingly to postmodernism. Few people
today are looking for rationalistic explanations for life and reality. In fact, many people are now convinced that reason is very
limited in what it can do. It certainly cannot provide a credible explanation for the
existence of the world and the meaning of
life. Of course, that doesn’t leave us with
too many alternatives. If you don’t have
reason, how do you put the world
together again? Well, you do it via “unreason”, which is spirituality and myth. And
so our modern world is, as I said, rushing
headlong to this sort of spirituality and
Brown is simply providing the data to justify that movement.

You’ve said that Dan Brown seems to
be pushing a gnostic agenda. What
leads you to that conclusion?
I think you’ve got to gather various
bits of evidence and see where it all leads.
I don’t think it’s unfair for a person like
me to identify a particular agenda in a
novel. I think that everyone realises that
when most intelligent people write a book
they express a number of values or
assumptions that they might have about
life in general. We call these values or
assumptions their world-view. In one way
or another, elements of our world-view
will appear in what we write. This is why I
say to students in lectures I give about The

Da Vinci Code that Dan Brown’s worldview comes through in what he says. His
novel is not pulp-fiction; he’s more intelligent than that. He’s got a definite message and he’s putting it out there for people to read.
When you study all that Brown has
written and analyse his use of gnostic
texts, I think that a definite pattern
emerges. It seems that he is attempting to
use these texts to try to undermine the
Jesus of history from the perspective of
the New Testament. Further, throughout
the book Brown makes a point of proposing a kind of spirituality that fits with
some of the things that he himself says,
namely, that he
is a student of
Even a
all religions and
that his is a
moment’s
quest
for
reflection
enlightenment
reveals what a
and things like
preposterous
that.
Bishop
account the
Tom Wright has
radical scholars
commented
give of the
similarly to me
beginnings of
that
Brown
seems to be
Christianity.
advocating
gnosticism. So I
am not alone here in pointing out that
some of the more obvious features of Dan
Brown’s book have gnostic origins. After
all, I think I am fairly well acquainted with
gnosticism, having studied it in-depth for
a number of years now. I am reasonably
convinced that there is enough evidence
to suggest that Brown’s agenda is to reintroduce a modern form of gnosticism into
the churches and contemporary culture.
The popularity of his book and the new
film shows that he is having some success
in his mission.

What is gnosticism?
Gnosticism is a spirituality that is concerned with enlightenment. One of its
fundamental teachings is that true knowledge or “gnosis” consists of knowing that
one is actually divine. Gnostics believe
that God and man are ultimately the same
which, of course, is the very opposite of
what the Christian faith declares.
Christianity proclaims that God and creation are entirely separate and always will
be.
Gnosticism rejects the God of the Old
Testament. Likewise, Dan Brown ignores
Him. Interestingly, however, in the recent
Gospel of Judas that has been published,
we find a classic example of what’s called
“Sethian Gnosticism”, based on Seth as

the Christ figure. In this sort of gnosticism – and you see hints of it in the gospel
of Judas, especially in the title and the
hero - all the anti-hero figures of the Old
Testament are transformed into heroes.
According to this particular version of
gnosticism, Cain, Esau, Korah and the
Sodomites are all heroes. Further, the big
surprise is that the great evil mastermind
in the universe is the God who created the
world. So we’re dealing here with massively different views of spirituality. On
the one hand, gnosticism believes that
man is God; Christianity, on the other
hand, teaches that God created man.

So what are the gnostic gospels? How
do they differ from the canonical
gospels? And how early are they? It’s
been suggested recently that the
Gospel of Thomas is actually a very
early document. Is this so?
I know it’s been said that the Gospel of
Thomas is the earliest gospel, even prior to
the canonical gospels. However, I don’t
believe that for a minute. I think there’s
good reason for thinking that the earliest
the Gospel of Thomas was written was in
the latter part of the second century AD. I
am aware that some radical New Testament
scholars have found the theology of the
gnostic gospels very much to their liking,
and have tried to rehabilitate gnosticism as
the original form of Christianity.
As you are probably aware, many of
the gnostic texts were recovered from the
Nag Hammadi library in Egypt. In fact,
most of these texts have been dated quite
late by the editors of the collection. For
example, the editors date the gospels of
Philip and Mary from the middle of the
third century AD. It’s only the gospel of
Thomas that is claimed to be earlier. As I
have already mentioned, I think there are
good reasons for seeing this gospel in the
second part of the second century.
What these radical scholars try to do is
to argue that the discovery of these gnostic texts, including the recent Gospel of
Judas, shows a “formative period” where
all these ideas were going around. Then,
so the argument goes, the most dominant
people in the church, the “winners”, wrote
the history and they’re the ones who
established who the “real Jesus” was.
But even a moment’s reflection reveals
what a preposterous account that is of the
beginnings of Christianity. These scholars
are asking us to believe that a religious
movement – probably the most powerful
in the history of the world – begins with
radical confusion at its very centre. I
mean, gnosticism and orthodoxy are as
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different as chalk and cheese. It’s like
comparing atheism with theism. I simply
don’t believe that it’s possible to make the
case that Christianity began as a movement that was riddled with confusion,
contradiction and incoherence and then
one particular idea won out. It doesn’t
make sense to me in terms of the power of
original Christianity. People don’t die for
incoherent and contradictory views. They
die for absolute certainties. I find it interesting that there were no gnostics who
died for their faith in the early church. The
believers who found themselves on
crosses were all orthodox in their faith.
Indeed, one of the more well-known
scholars who supports the gnostic view,
Elaine Pagels, who was once an evangeli-
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cal, actually admits that there were no
gnostics who were crucified or persecuted
because they fitted far too well into the
Graeco-Roman pagan culture. This simply proves my point that gnosticism is a
heresy: it represents the synthesis of some
Christian terms with religious paganism.

How did the early church distinguish
between a canonical gospel and these
later gnostic versions which were
competing with them?
Well, the first thing to recognise is that
the early church made a point of distinguishing between the apostolic gospels
and the gnostic ones. For instance,
Irenaeus in AD 175 – 180 was involved in
doing this. So was Hippolytus around AD
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220. One of the earliest attempts to distinguish between genuine New Testament
documents and Gnostic ones is found in
the Muratorian Canon from around AD
170. This Canon states that the works of
the Gnostics cannot be received into the
catholic church ‘for it is not fitting that gall
be mixed with honey’. Even as late as
Augustine (AD 386–420), this sifting
process was still taking place. Of course,
Augustine was battling Manichaeism,
which is actually a development of gnosticism. So there was an ideological conflict
and it came to the fore in the latter part of
the second century AD. Further, we discover some serious warnings in Paul’s
writings that teachings similar to the gnostic heresies would arise and cause confusion and division in the church. I suppose
that this was an inevitable development in
taking the gospel to the Graeco-Roman
pagan world. When people converted to
Christianity, they arrived in the church
with a certain amount of baggage. It
doesn’t surprise me that some of them
tried to redefine the Christian faith along
the lines of neo-pagan thinking.
And this brings me to the vexed issue:
how did the church decide which of these
so-called gospels was canonical? It’s a
complicated question. The church, in a
sense, doesn’t decide; it submits. As you
know, the church has no authority to
make canonical documents. Documents
are inherently canonical, or they are not.
What the church does is recognise those
documents which come from the apostles
and which bear the marks of the Holy
Spirit’s authorship.
Of course, you don’t need to be a
rocket scientist to see that there is a massive distinction between the message in
the Christian gospels and later Christian
writings and the gnostic gospels. There’s
no ambiguity here; they are two opposed
systems. Historically speaking, we have
evidence that the apostle Paul’s conversion took place a couple of years after
Jesus’ crucifixion and no one is more antignostic than the Apostle Paul. He writes
vehemently in the late 40s and early 50s
against any kind of watering down of the
Christian gospel. He makes a very powerful statement of biblical theism. Paul says
that three years after his conversion he
went to Jerusalem and met Peter and
James and that they clearly gave him the
right hand of fellowship; in other words,
the gospel that he preached was the same
gospel as the one originally preached in
Jerusalem. He actually cites an early creed
in 1 Corinthians 15:3–5. He says, “that
which I received, I give to you”– and then

he cites an early Palestinian creed. I mean
these are very early texts. No one has
questioned the early dates of Paul’s letters.
You know, to imagine that the Christian
faith began with a group of gnostics writing texts cannot be reconciled with the
history of early Christianity in Paul’s writings. As I said, the apostle Paul was converted a few years after the resurrection
and from that earliest time he was giving
full expression to the Christian gospel
that you find adopted in the later creeds.
Further, I think an excellent case can be
made for showing that the New
Testament – all of it – was written prior to
AD 70. A famous radical scholar, Bishop
J.A.T. Robinson wrote a book to this
effect and called it Re-dating the New
Testament. Actually, Dr Robinson did a
magnificent job in showing that all the
New Testament documents must have
been written prior to AD 70.

If he was a radical, why would he have
done that?
The simple truth is, I think, that he was
an English gentleman who observed the
rules of cricket. He believed in a sense of
fair play. I guess that when he looked at the
evidence he found that it was all pointing in
one direction. His basic thesis, of course, is
that there’s no mention of the destruction
of the Jerusalem temple in the New
Testament. This is surprising given the fact
that Christianity claims to be the fulfilment
of Judaism. If the temple had been
destroyed by the time the New Testament
was written, it’s hard to imagine that such a
significant fact would have been omitted,
especially in books like Acts and Hebrews.
So I believe we have all kinds of evidence to
show that the New Testament is very early
historically. Further, we have strong support for the view that the gnostic texts
come from the later part of the second century at the earliest.

You don’t hear a lot about the Jesus
Seminar these days, especially since its
foremost representative, Dr Robert Funk,
died not so long ago. Of course, a number
of radical scholars such as Elaine Pagels and
Marcus Borg have been associated with the
group. I knew Elaine Pagels for a time at
Harvard when I was studying there. I don’t
know Marcus Borg personally.
One interesting thing I do know is that

view. And they have a definite world-view
which is no longer Christian.
Elaine Pagels, as I have said, falls into
this category. For example, I know she has
participated in Buddhist-Christian dialogue, and so on. She has also admitted
that she is strangely drawn to the gnostic
way of thinking. So you have a situation
today where these brilliant minds give the
impression of being neutral, but they’re
not really neutral; indeed, none of us is
neutral. We all have a world-view, otherwise we can’t speak.

It’s been said by some that the controversy over The Da Vinci Code is
simply a 21st century re-run of the
ancient debate over “who is Jesus?”
Do you think that’s an accurate
account of what’s going on here?
Yes, I am sorry to say it is. I think the
answer to the question is self-evident – it is
indeed the case that we are reliving the
struggles of the second and third centuries
AD all over again. So Sir Leigh Teabing,
who’s one of the main figures in The Da
Vinci Code, says that “many scholars now
say that the early church hijacked the original Jesus”. The truth is, I think, that the
gnostics were the ones who tried to hijack
the original Jesus. I am convinced that
we’re seeing that same hijacking going on
today. As I have already said, the gnostic
account of Jesus produces, to my way of
thinking, a preposterous account of early
Christianity – one that is marked by radical incoherence and confusion. Personally,
I cannot buy that as an explanation.
Peter Hastie is issues editor of AP
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One of the forces driving the push to
admit the gnostic gospels as authoritative sources of faith is an organisation known as The Jesus Seminar.
Can you tell us a little bit about that
group and what its agenda is?

Robert Funk and Marcus Borg were
raised in evangelical homes and rejected
orthodox Christianity. Since people are
holistic in their thinking, when they reject
one world-view they have to find another
one. As far as Marcus Borg is concerned,
he has adopted a sort of “gnostic Jesus”.
In his view Jesus is some kind of wisdom
guru. Essentially, he denies most of the
historical elements of the Christian faith.
Elaine Pagels has now said in her public
writings
how
much she is drawn
to a synthesis of
We are reliving
Christianity and
the struggles
Buddhism as well
of the second
as to the gnostic
texts as a theologand third
ical system. And
centuries AD
all this from a forall over again.
mer evangelical!
Incidentally,
Bart Ehrmann, who wrote the introductory essay to The Gospel of Judas, was
once an evangelical too. He now calls
himself a “happy agnostic”. He has also
written many books on the early Church.
He studied at Wheaton College early in
his career and was apparently a very committed Christian at that time. But now he
has opted for a picture of the early church
that is marked by radical confusion and
incoherence. I can only assume that he
does so because it allows him share in that
same kind of ambiguity today while keeping the name “Christian”.
The interesting thing about these
scholars is that they like to claim that they
are neutral. However, no one is really neutral; we’re all coming at life with a world-
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parent? Our ethos is to support parents by offering a sound, traditional, academic education
within a Christian framework.
At St Andrews Christian College we want to grow God’s kids, God’s way!
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Find out about our special Primary/Secondary transition programme in the Middle School,
Accelerated Reading Programme and our LEM phonics scheme.
For further information, application forms or an appointment with the Principal, Mr. Bob
Speck, please telephone (03) 9808 9911.
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Jesus out of focus
The early church knew what it believed. We’re the confused ones.

W

hile visiting relatives in northern Sweden last September, we
flew from Stockholm to Luleå.
Then we drove to Piteå, a small
town far from any tourist itinerary (and
160 kilometres from the Arctic Circle). I
found Piteå’s one bookstore in the town
market, entered out of curiosity — and
there it was, a full display, spilling over
with Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code in
Swedish. Here among the reindeer and
lingonberries, Swedes were preparing for
their long winter with copies of Da Vinci
Koden.
The book has been translated into 43
languages since being published three
years ago. Now Hollywood is hoping for
similar blockbuster status for its heavily
hyped movie starring Tom Hanks, now in
theatres.
Though the general public is fascinated
with the book’s conjectures, The Da Vinci
Code has merely brought into the open a
heated discussion among scholars that is
at least 50 years old. Among Dan Brown’s
more controversial claims are these:
• Jesus had an intimate relationship with
Mary Magdalene.
• Jesus and Mary Magdalene were husband and wife.
• Jesus and Mary Magdalene had children.
• Church leaders (some mysterious
Catholic order) hid this secret.
• Long-suppressed gospels — such as the
Gospel of Mary, the Gospel of Thomas, and
the Gospel of Philip — now are finally
telling us the truth.
These claims are not being made only
by agnostics and liberals. Recently, in a
basic New Testament class at Wheaton
College, a student presented me with the
27 February edition of Time. An article
described a “long-lost second-century
gospel”, the Gospel of Judas, that
promised to unveil new secrets about
Jesus. Later that same hour, another student asked, “I’ve read that the Gospel of
Thomas and the Gospel of John are similar, so if John is trustworthy, why not
Thomas?” Welcome to the new world of
New Testament studies.
Since the earliest years of the church,
Christian leaders have had to confront
rival accounts of Jesus’ life. These were
gospels that refashioned Jesus’ life, often

Gary M.
Burge
giving it a spin palatable to the Hellenistic
trends of the day. From about 125 to
about 600, people with active religious
imaginations wrote numerous gospels. As
Origen of Alexandria wrote in his Homily
on Luke, “The church has four Gospels,
but the heretics have many.”
In some cases, we know about these
writings through the refutation of church
leaders. Orthodox writers cite the Gospel
of the Hebrews, the Gospel of the
Nazareans, and
the Gospel of the
“The church Ebionites, but we
has four have no copies of
these texts themGospels, but selves. In addithe heretics tion, we have
have many.” always had apocryphal (meaning
ORIGEN
“hidden”)
OF ALEXANDRA
gospels, which
often expanded
stories about Jesus’ childhood centuries
later. Infancy gospels are attributed, for
instance, to both Thomas and James.
Fragments of lost gospels have also been
found (such as Papyrus Oxyrhynchus
840) that record supposed supplemental
sayings of Jesus. But these are so short
they can hardly be dated.
In 1945, however, an archive of 57
Christian writings was discovered in central Egypt at Nag Hammadi. Here were
gospels we had never seen. Although they
were clearly early, they were out of the
mainstream of New Testament thought.
The Hypostasis of the Archons, the Exegesis
of the Soul, the Apocalypse of Adam and the
Acts of Peter were among these.
Nag Hammadi’s Gospel of Thomas has
114 sayings from Jesus, unconnected to
any narrative. About half appear to be a
direct echo of the New Testament. Others
are utterly far-fetched.
But this archive raised forcefully a set
of questions now confronting every New
Testament scholar and church historian.
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Were rival “Christianities” competing in
the ancient world? Did our Scriptures
come to us thanks to the power politics of
ecclesiastical leaders during the first centuries?
Today, many books explore these
themes. In 1979, Elaine Pagels wrote The
Gnostic Gospels, received numerous
awards and accolades for her creativity
and courage, and promised to help us
unpack the formative centuries of
Christian belief. Perhaps some Christians
did not believe in Jesus’ resurrection or
even in one God, she proposed. Perhaps
they thought of God as both male and
female. And who is to say they were
wrong?
In 2003, Pagels returned to her subject
with Beyond Belief: The Secret Gospel of
Thomas. In it, we are told that the earliest
form of Christianity was not certain what
it believed and that the orthodoxy that
emerged simply outmaneuvered its rivals
and repressed alternative scriptures.
Thomas supposedly represents one such
repressed voice.
Of course, to evaluate these claims we
must determine the value of these apocryphal gospels. Do they represent legitimate voices suppressed in antiquity? In
the last five years, this debate has intensified. Some scholars argue that the canonical boundary that separates our Scriptures
from the apocrypha should come down.
Others argue that gospels such as Thomas
should have equal weight with Matthew.
Still others believe that notions such as
“orthodoxy” and “canon” are simply arbitrary conventions of the winners.

B

ut they fail to mention that while
most of the recently discovered
gospels will claim to come from an apostle (such as Mary or Peter), virtually every
scholar knows these claims are fictitious.
Moreover, these gospels are not easily
dated. When someone claims that, say, the
Gospel of Thomas or the Gospel of Judas is
“late first century” we are merely hearing
conjecture.
Furthermore, the early church was well
aware of these writings and understood
that they offered a view of Christian faith
utterly different from the genuine apostolic Gospels. Christians of the time did

not see these gospels as rivals. They simply saw them as wrong in every respect:
They presented an understanding of creation, humanity, Jesus, and salvation that
significantly departed from what
Christians had believed from the very
beginning.
Which brings us back to Dan Brown
and The Da Vinci Code. Brown’s astonishing claims about Jesus and Mary are
found in two apocryphal gospels, the
Gospel of Mary and the Gospel of Philip.
Brown, a skilled author but no scholar,
simply picked them up and spun a fictional narrative around them.
Bart D. Ehrman, however, is chair of
the religious studies department at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. Ehrman has studied Christianity’s
first three centuries carefully since leaving
the evangelical fold. In 1996, he wrote The
Orthodox Corruption of Scripture, in
which he claims that not only did the winners “write the history”, but they also
shaped the Greek texts making up the
New Testament. This year, Ehrman published a popular study of the transmission
of the Greek New Testament, Misquoting
Jesus: The Story Behind Who Changed the
Bible and Why (HarperSanFrancisco).

I

n Misquoting Jesus, Ehrman retraces the
common knowledge that scribes transcribed the Bible for 1500 years until
Gutenberg came along. But Ehrman further suggests that not only did the scribes
alter the theological message of the texts,
but that they also were simply continuing
in the tradition of biblical writers such as
Matthew and Luke, who shaped Jesus’
message to fit their theological agendas.
What Ehrman fails to tell us is that
most of the scribal errors he likes to list
are incidental. And when they do have
substance, the thousands of Greek manuscripts we possess permit us to reconstruct the original by making minute
comparisons of their discrepancies. For
instance, the shorter version of the Lord’s
Prayer in Luke 11:2-4 is notorious for its
many “variants” (textual discrepancies or
anomalies) in Greek manuscripts.
However, it quickly becomes evident that
scribes were harmonising this prayer with
Matthew’s longer version in Matthew 6:913.
On other occasions, scribes heard dictation wrong (in Rom. 5:1, “let us have
peace” and “we have peace” sound the
same in Greek) or they sensed a problem
they wanted to solve. Mark 1:2 quotes
from both Malachi and Isaiah, but Mark
wrote “As it is written in Isaiah the

prophet”. Some scribes sought to correct
this by amending the text: “As it is written
in the prophets.” In most cases, scholars
can quickly restore the original. To be
sure, some textual problems are hotly
contested and solving them is thorny (the
story of the woman caught in adultery is a
case in point, see John 8), but none of
these variants jeopardises a single major

Christians of
the time did
not see these
gospels as
rivals. They
simply saw
them as wrong
in every
respect.
teaching of the New Testament.
In 2003 (the same year The Da Vinci
Code was published), two more Ehrman
books were published. In Lost Scriptures:
Books that Did Not Make It into the New
Testament (Oxford), Ehrman offers an
anthology of 47 Christian writings from
the centuries following the New
Testament era. Some are cited by church

fathers (such as the Gospel of the
Nazareans). Others come from Nag
Hammadi (Acts of Peter). Ehrman divides
his book helpfully into sections: noncanonical gospels, acts, epistles, and apocalypses.
Here are easy-to-read translations of
books such as the Gospel of Thomas, the
Gospel of Mary, and the Secret Gospel of
Mark. An introduction summarises each
book and suggests a historical setting.
This is an outstanding resource for the
beginning student of apocryphal literature. The cumulative effect, however,
leaves the lasting impression that many
early Christians read a lot of things that
have been left out of our canon of
Scripture. Thus, Ehrman writes: “Jewish
Christians in the early centuries of the
church were widely thought to have preferred the Gospel of Matthew.” Or “The
Gospel of Peter was known and used as
scripture in some parts of the Christian
church in the second century.”
These sentences carry with them huge
historical and theological assumptions.
Locating an apocryphal gospel in antiquity certainly suggests that someone was
reading it. But it hardly means that this
gospel was enjoying widespread support
and authority, especially among
Christians. Such an argument would be
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Assessing the
apocryphal
gospels
W

hen the mainstream media present
apocryphal gospels as authentic, what
do we need to keep in mind? Their
naming is misleading. While most of
these documents are named after biblical characters (such as Mary, Thomas,
Peter, and Judas), the attribution is
completely false. Even liberal scholars
readily concede this point. (Hence, the
Gospel of Judas has nothing to do with
Judas.)
Their dating is speculative. One
scholar may claim that Thomas is from
the first century, but numerous others
will assert that it was penned a hundred years later.
Their theological framework is
utterly foreign. Gnostic strains
abound. This fact alone is enough to
date them later than the New
Testament writings. It also explains
why orthodox teachers excluded them
from the canon.
Gary M. Burge

the same as someone who finds an example of eccentric Christian or cultic literature today and then concludes that this is
“what Christians read”. It simply goes
beyond the evidence.
Ehrman’s more important effort
appears in the companion volume, Lost
Christianities: The Battles for Scripture and
the Faiths We Never Knew (Oxford). Here
Ehrman says that early Christianity witnessed remarkable theological chaos.
Everything was in dispute: monotheism,
Jesus’ divinity, creation. Then, Ehrman
says, in the second and third centuries,
powerful clerics imposed their views on
rivals, ending a golden age of diversity and
tolerance. The vanquished rivals supposedly were reformed, suppressed, or forgotten. Other religions and other
Christian voices, those outside the mainstream, were crushed. And it is only now,
Ehrman says, with the discovery of their
lost scriptures, that these long-silenced
voices are being heard once again.
What drives this interest in lost scriptures today? Ehrman concludes that the
broader interest in and heightened appre-

D A

V I N C I

C O D E

ciation for diverse manifestations of religious experience, belief, and practice
today has contributed to a greater fascination with the diverse expressions of
Christianity in various periods of its history, perhaps especially in its earliest
period. This fascination is not simply a
matter of antiquarian interest. There is
instead a sense that alternative understandings of Christianity from the past
can be cherished yet today, that they can
provide insights even now for those of us
who are concerned about the world and
our place in it.
This remarkable admission
Finding a wild
unmasks what
diversity in the
may be Ehrman’s
early church –
hidden agenda:
or perhaps,
Finding a wild
undercutting
diversity in the
orthodoxy in
early church — or
that church –
perhaps, underwill do the
cutting orthodoxy in that
same for our
church — will do
generation.
the same for our
generation. In an
era that shies away from the scandal of
certain truth, dismantling religious
authority based on an argument from
antiquity will be received eagerly.
Karen King at Harvard Divinity School
has analysed one such supposedly recovered voice. In The Gospel of Mary of
Magdala: Jesus and the First Woman
Apostle (Polebridge Press, 2003), King
affirms Mary and other women who are
said to have departed from the arbitrary
orthodoxy of orthodoxy. It doesn’t surprise me that recently at an O’Hare
Airport bookstall, I saw King’s book
prominently displayed next to The Da
Vinci Code as the latest “must read”.
On top of all this, like-minded scholars
now claim that the New Testament itself
carries a hidden code revealing alternative
voices to orthodoxy. The prevailing theory for Gospel origins suggests that
Mark’s was penned first, then Matthew
and Luke used Mark independently as
they wrote their Gospels. However,
Matthew and Luke still have a lot of material in common, sayings of Jesus not
found in Mark (such as the Lord’s Prayer
and the Beatitudes). Thus, scholars have
posited a lost source that may have stood
alongside Mark and have called it “Q”
(from the German quelle, or “source”).
We commonly hear that Matthew used Q
and Mark when he wrote.
But, in fact, Q has never been found,
and some scholars doubt that it ever
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existed. Using Matthew and Luke, Q can
be reconstructed to build a hypothetical
Gospel source. Using this method, we
“discover” that Q lacks a narrative of
Jesus’ work, shows no interest in His
death, and doesn’t record His resurrection. It is a collection of sayings underscoring the wisdom Jesus offered so that
we might learn God’s true nature. For a
long time, scholars wondered why anyone
would bother to form a collection such as
this without a narrative or the Cross.
Until we discovered the Gospel of
Thomas at Nag Hammadi, that is. Here
was a collection of sayings just like the Q
hypothesis (although no one thinks that
Thomas is Q). By this argument, an early
stratum of the synoptic Gospels shows a
system of faith not focused on Jesus’
divinity or sacrifice. It is no surprise that a
number of scholars argue that the Gospel
of Thomas is very early — as early as Mark
— and a solid source for understanding
Jesus. Is Q another rival (and silenced)
voice in the earliest church that succumbed to orthodox power?
Many New Testament scholars would
be alarmed at such a statement. The Q
hypothesis (and the literary priority of
Mark) are regularly criticised. (For
instance, if Matthew wrote first, and Luke
used Matthew, and Mark abbreviated
both, then Q represents the material
Mark left behind.) Moreover, since no
manuscript evidence for Q has ever been
found (you can only “see” it by accepting
one hypothesis for the origin of the
canonical Gospels), many scholars doubt
that any Christian ever had a Gospel now
called Q. Scholars who describe a “theology of Q” or a “Q community” do so
with slim justification. Even if Q existed,
it may simply have been a compilation of
material about Jesus, not a comprehensive
portrait of him.

W

hat do we make of all this? And how
much of this theorising is convincing?
Darrell Bock of Dallas Theological
Seminary has taken up the challenge. In
2004, he wrote a compelling critique of
The Da Vinci Code (Breaking the Da
Vinci Code, Nelson), one of the best
analyses of Brown’s novel available today.
In August, he is releasing The Missing
Gospels: Unearthing the Truth Behind
Alternative Christianities. The echo to
Ehrman’s work is obvious: Bock intends
to challenge the scholarly trend that now
gives voice to the apocryphal Gospels, and
to question the theory of unfairly
repressed “lost Christianities”.
After he outlines the documents under

discussion, Bock surveys the history of
gnosticism — a religious movement that
valued secret knowledge (gnosis) and disdained the physical world as inferior to
the spiritual realm, thus denying the incarnation of Christ. Bock’s survey shows the
paucity of evidence for a uniform gnostic
movement in the earliest centuries, undercutting the claim from Ehrman and others
that gnosticism was a competing
“Christianity”.
Bock then examines the theory (widespread among modern scholars) that the
terms heresy and orthodoxy are arbitrarily
applied to first-century losers and winners. On the contrary, Bock argues, early
Christianity did indeed make theological
judgments based on sound reasoning,
deciding what agreed with revealed truth.

B

ock’s most valuable contribution,
however, is his assessment of four
theological themes that no doubt disqualified these gospels from mainstream
thinking: (1) God and creation. These
gospels uniformly deny a link between
God and the world – creation is subject to
imperfection and evil, while God is perfect. (2) The humanity and divinity of
Jesus. The tension between Creator and
creation (called dualism) posed a problem
for the incarnation. The gnostics said

Jesus either had to be divine without
human qualities — or he had to be created. (3) Redemption of humanity. The
same dualistic dilemma now follows the
nature of humanity and our salvation.
Does God redeem us (and the world) in
our totality — or is only the soul saved?
These
gospels
commonly
The Da Vinci
favored only a
spiritual redempCode is of little
tion. (4) Sin and
consequence
knowledge.
in itself. But
Salvation comes
it raises a host
not through a
of questions
physical deed (the
that Christians
Cross)
but
need to
through knowlmaster.
edge, or enlightenment. In this
approach, Jesus
shows us the way to enlightenment but
does no incarnate or substitutionary work
to save us.
These four theological distortions
departed from the teachings of the New
Testament and are clearly foreign to it. No
wonder orthodox teachers said that gnostics had utterly compromised the faith to
fit the cultural tendencies of the day. Bock
says the hypothesis about rival diversities
is exaggerated to the extreme, implausible

historically, and neglects how the New
Testament Gospels preserve a reliable witness back to Jesus himself.
The Da Vinci Code is of little consequence in itself. But it is raising a host of
questions about the origin of our faith
(and our Scriptures) that Christians need
to master.
This came home to me when I was discussing The Da Vinci Code in a book
group recently. Everyone there had a graduate degree, was a professing Christian,
and had a professional career. But I was
asked: “What are the apocryphal gospels,
such as the Gospel of Mary, anyway?
Don’t Catholics have them in their
Bible?” Another: “What is the New
Testament apocrypha, and who decided it
wasn’t inspired?” More: “Didn’t Thomas
write the Gospel of Thomas? And if so,
didn’t he know Jesus?”
Thanks to a blockbuster novel with
absurd claims, and a big-budget summer
movie, this academic debate has moved
from the ivory tower to the public arena.
The intellectual battle has been joined.
Are we ready?
Gary M. Burge is a professor of New
Testament at Wheaton College and
Graduate School. This article is reprinted
ap
from Christianity Today, June 2006.
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The religion of me
The film subtly shifts the anti-Christian message to Hollywood’s version.

I

f polls were taken of audiences leaving The Da Vinci Code, one suspects
that the results would be similar to
polls conducted on audiences leaving
Fahrenheit 9/11: it preaches to the choir.
Ron Howard’s film version of Dan
Brown’s bestselling novel provides a comfortable, if remarkably flimsy, buttress for
viewers looking for reasons to reject the
gospel, and likely fails to impact many
others. Just as in Brown’s book, the movie
follows Harvard symbology professor
Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) and
French police cryptologist Sophie Neveu
(Audrey Tautou) through a maze of
deceptions involving codes, murder,
secret Catholic orders, Leonardo Da
Vinci, and the deity of Christ.
The film adheres with moderate faithfulness to the plot of Brown’s novel but is
not a particularly thrilling film adaptation
of a book that is often described as a
“page-turner”. Until it becomes unbearably talky and self-important about twothirds of the way through, the book succeeds on the strength of a repetitive but
absorbing pattern of puzzle/clue, puzzle/clue, divided into short, revealing
chapters. Brown’s massive web of
intrigue encompasses everything from
the Knights Templar and Holy Grail to
Friday the 13th and Disney movies
(Christians always knew they were evil,
right?).
Whether through the elimination of
much of this “historical” fiction or a generally too serious approach to the material, Howard’s film never builds up steam,
and scenes in the book that seemed built

Andrew
Coffin
for the screen simply fizzle. Despite the
hype and a strong cast that includes Ian
McKellen, Paul Bettany, and Jean Reno,
word of mouth isn’t likely to propel this
film far.
But what of Brown’s anti-Christian
content? It’s still very much there, but in
becoming Hollywood-ised, the tone of
the story has shifted in subtle and interesting
ways.
Howard
has
claimed that no
The film will concessions were
be generally made to assuage
public opposition
less effective
to the book, but
than the book — whether he
at causing admits it or not
anyone to — he has softBrown’s
seriously ened
frontal
assault
on
question
the
church.
their beliefs.
Hanks’ Langdon
plays much more
the role of a skeptic in the film, losing some of the allknowing academic tone that defines his
character in the book. Langdon often
argues with the film’s version of the Holy
Grail story, which involves Christ taking a
bride and bearing children — regularly
referring to the story as a “myth”, something he doesn’t do in the book.

T

he book’s implication of the Catholic
Church and the conservative order
Opus Dei in murder and deception on a
mass scale are also marginalised to a rogue
faction. This, combined with significantly
less talk — meaning less history and fewer
strands in Brown’s far-ranging web of
conspiracies — suggests that the film will
be generally less effective than the book at
causing anyone to seriously question their
beliefs.
Not surprisingly, although Christianity
itself is severely undermined if the story is
taken literally, Brown’s alternative — a
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mix of goddess and nature worship manifested in sex rites and other pagan rituals
— is also toned down. In place of Brown’s
idealised picture of ancient paganism,
Howard and screenwriter Akiva
Goldsman have substituted an oh-sofamiliar Hollywood religion that is certainly easier to swallow for many — and a
more insidious force in modern culture.
This is, of course, the religion of me.
Langdon’s repeated advice to Sophie in a
crucial final scene is, “It’s important what
you believe.” Not what’s true, but what’s
true for you. In the final analysis,
Christianity isn’t entirely repudiated, even
if it is based on utter falsehoods, because
faith (in something) is important, insofar
as that faith benefits those who require it.
That, more than Brown’s silly, easily
refuted conspiracy theories, is an all too
prevalent cancer on our culture’s understanding of spirituality.
This review is reprinted from World
ap
Magazine.
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Divine
self-image
20 daily Bible studies
in John 3-6*

T

he world has spent 2000 years trying to
understand Jesus. Countless volumes have
been written, and movies produced, to try to
explain (or, more often, explain away) this
enigmatic figure of human history. Dan Brown’s
The Da Vinci Code is one of the latest of such
attempts. All this, of course, is not surprising. Even
while Jesus was on earth among the people who
more than anyone else should have recognised Him,
and who were given clear proof of His true identity,
the vast majority of them refused to believe.
The four chapters of John’s Gospel we are studying
this month come right to the heart of this question.
What claims did Jesus make about Himself? When
we look at these claims we need to be very clear
about what conclusions we draw. If they are true,
then to deny them (as most of Jesus’ contemporaries did, and as people like Dan Brown would
encourage us to do) is to reject outright God’s provision of a Saviour. The consequences of such
action are horrendous.
But, more importantly, if Jesus’ claims are not true,
and Jesus was just an ordinary man who married
and had children like anyone else, then all His
teachings must be ignored, because they come from
a mind that is deranged, or worse still, one that is
bent on cruel deception. Jesus is either crooked,
cracked or Christ; there is no other possibility.

(*For studies in John 1-2,
see AP December 2003.)

Think deeply as you listen to Jesus speak from
God’s Word. At least see that Jesus could not have
been just a prophet, just a wise man, just a good
teacher. And if you come to the conclusion that
Jesus could not have been the Son of God come to
earth in human form, then ask yourself how a
liar/lunatic could have had a greater impact on the
history of mankind than any other human being!
Bruce Christian4
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A whole new start.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 3:1-10

THE POINT The exchange between Jesus and Nicodemus

shows very clearly that in our natural state, as children of
Adam, we will never understand the Gospel. Nothing short of
new birth is required!
THE PARTICULARS

• John is the only gospel to mention Nicodemus. Jesus had
already upset the Jewish authorities by condemning the
money-changers (2:13-20). Nicodemus, unlike his fellow
Pharisees (cf 7:50), saw that Jesus’ miracles were too significant
to just be ignored, but to inquire further of Jesus he knew he
had to make a secret visit at night for fear of the censure of his
more hostile colleagues.
• Jesus was fully aware of all the spiritual blindness of Rabbinic

Judaism (cf 2:25), so He came straight to the point:
Nicodemus’ religious framework could never accommodate the
true Gospel; such a radically different way of thinking was
required that he had to see it as a complete new start from the
very beginning.
• Nicodemus’ “natural” response (4, 9) really proves Jesus’
point.
• The “new birth” necessary for salvation is only possible by
the action of God’s Spirit within to initiate the “birth” process
with the resultant “cleansing” from sin’s rule (cf Ezekiel
36:25f) (5-8).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How can I know if I have been born again? (cf Romans 8:1516)

John 3:16.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 3:11-21

THE POINT John 3:16 encapsulates the whole Gospel. In its

immediate context we see how God’s love for lost humanity
centres on the gift of His Son, was always part of His Plan of
Redemption, and is intended to save – but by bringing light it
exposes darkness.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus leaves us in no doubt that He is fully conscious of His
true identity as Son of Man (cf Daniel 7:13) and Son of God
(11-13).
• The historical event in the desert, recorded in Numbers 21:49, had eternal significance in God’s predetermined Plan of
Salvation. Moses’ snake on the pole foreshadowed Jesus on
the cross: the only possible cure for sin’s consequence (death)

was to look up in faith at the gracious provision God had made
(14-15).
• Jesus was God’s love gift to man as his Saviour first of all
(17), but then as his Judge if he fails to accept this gracious gift
(18).
• Jesus brings God’s true light into a dark, evil world; sinful
man shuns this light, trying to hide sin rather than give it up
(19-20).
• Those saved by God’s grace through faith in Jesus are happy
to live in the light because it shows up the result of this grace
(21).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does “who(so)ever” in 3:16 show the scope of God’s
love?

I must become less.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 3:22-30

THE POINT What a role model we have in John the Baptist!

Our society has become obsessed with self-promotion. It is
difficult to get a job today without being prepared to “sell
yourself ”. Sadly, it is too easy for Christian leaders, under this
influence, to draw attention to themselves instead of pointing
others to Jesus. Many divisions that occur in the Church can
be attributed to this.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus spent much time mentoring His disciples “in the field”.
Their ministry was linked with that of John the Baptist through
the practice of baptism (22-23, but cf 4:1-2; 1:26-27, 33), which
itself had links with, but superseded, Jewish ceremonial wash-

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Where do you like to “stand” in times of real spiritual blessing?

Know Jesus, know life; no Jesus, no life.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

ing (25). Step by step the Gospel is helping us to see both
the continuity and the discontinuity between Christianity and
Judaism.
• “Aenon” means “springs” and “plenty of water” is literally
“many waters” so that there is no case here that immersion
rather than pouring/sprinkling was the method employed for
baptism (23) .
• John was fully conscious of his role in the outworking of
God’s Plan of Salvation: he was only ever the “best man”; the
One in the spotlight was always to be the Bridegroom himself
(27-30).

JOHN 3:31-36

THE POINT Jesus again stresses His true origin (cf 13). If

His claim to have come from heaven isn’t true, then it is pretentious in the extreme, and the Jesus of history to whom the
Gospels testify should be totally ignored as an impostor of the
highest order. If His claim is true, then He must be acknowledged and worshipped as God. To treat Him simply as a good
man or teacher is not an option!
THE PARTICULARS

• The word translated “again” in “born again” in verses 3 & 7
could be just as well translated, “from above”, as it is here (31).
• Jesus’ rejection by men is of little consequence as far as truth
is concerned; God’s testimony is all that really matters (31-34).
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• The ministry of the Holy Spirit, the Third Person of the
Trinity, through earthlings is limited by each particular situation; but His ministry through Jesus, the Second Person of the
Trinity, can have no such limitation. Jesus’ word must be true
(34-35).
• There is no eternal salvation apart from trusting in Jesus.
His death on the cross has satisfied God’s justice and absorbed
His anger – but only for those who accept Him as their Saviour
(36).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Why do the majority of people adopt the completely untenable view that Jesus lived on earth, but only as a good, wise
man?
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JOHN 4:1-10

THE POINT After the resurrection, Jesus will comission His

disciples to take the gospel beyond their traditional covenant
boundaries to the Samaritans and the world (cf Acts 1:8).
Here He sets the tone.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus knew that it was not yet time for Him to die (cf 2:4;
7:6-8, 30; 8:20), so whenever the attention of the Jewish leaders
in Jerusalem was aroused He would return home to Galilee (13).
• John doesn’t make clear whether the necessity of going
through Samaria was simply geographical, or whether the sovereign Lord had a “divine appointment”; possibly he intends
both (4).

JOHN 4:10-18

THE POINT Separation from our Creator because of sin pro-

duces a thirst in each of us that can only be satisfied in Jesus.
We need to realise the futility of trying to satisfy this thirst by
worldly pusuits.
THE PARTICULARS

• Sin has robbed every man of eternal life; it can only be
restored by God’s free gift (Romans 3:23; 6:23). In the immediate context, Jesus likens this gift of life to “living water”
which, unlike H2O, permanently satisfies our deepest (spiritual) thirst (10, 13-14).
• Like Nicodemus and his Jewish colleagues, the Samaritan
woman’s thinking is “earthbound”; for her, “living” water is

D Y

• After the intense focus on Jesus’ divinity throughout chapter
3, it is good to be reminded of His real, rest-needing humanity
(6).
• Jesus continues to challenge the man-made Rabbinical rules
and customs of His day (cf Mark 7:7-9) by initiating a conversation with a Samaritan! ... who is a woman! ... and by even
making a request from her for something to put into His
mouth! ... (7-9).
• Such radical action sets up an evangelistic opportunity that
Jesus is quick to use to advantage. Again, He doesn’t hesitate,
even in this non-Jewish context, to reveal His true identity (10).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Do you make good use of every opportunity to share the
gospel?

running water, and even Jacob, the great patriarch (of the
Samaritans as well as the Jews), had to resort to “flat” well
water that had to be dug deep for and then hauled up a bucket
at a time (11-12).
• The woman’s request for Jesus’ Mountain Spring water bears
this out further: if Jesus’ claims for it are true, why would anyone want to refuse it and opt for the daily bucket brigade (15)?
• Jesus exposed the area of greatest need in the woman’s life:
insecurity and lack of fulfilment in intimate relationships (1618).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you looking to the things of this world – entertainment,
relationships, possessions, work – to satisfy your deepest needs?

True spiritual worship.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

U

None but Christ can satisfy.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE

T

Jacob’s well... Jesus’s tired.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

S

JOHN 4:19-26

THE POINT Theological issues, questions and debate will

always be with us. God’s Word is written in such a way that we
don’t have all the answers, and we must sit under its authority
with all humility. All that really matters is how we respond to
Jesus’ clear claims.
THE PARTICULARS

• Both Samaritans and Jews maintained that there was only one
place for God’s temple (Deuteronomy 12:5). For the
Samaritans, only the Pentateuch (first 5 books of our Bible)
were inspired Scripture, and so favoured Abraham’s original
worship centre at Shechem near Mt Gerizim (Genesis 12:6-7),
rejecting David’s later claim to Jerusalem (Psalm 122) – see

Luke 9:51-53 (19-20).
• Jesus makes 3 points in response to the woman (21-24):
- now that He has come, geographical places are immaterial;
- the true Salvation History line is through the southern kingdom of Judah (Jesus’ family line) and not the northern kindom
of Israel (which became Samaria after its demise in 722 BC);
- true worship is to do with spirit, not ritual, since God is spirit.
• Like the Jews, the Samaritans had a Messianic hope. Again,
Jesus speaks openly about His Messianic claim: “I AM” (2526).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are any rituals hindering you from worshipping God in
truth?

First things first.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 4:27-34

THE POINT Jesus bears out here the fundamental life princi-

ple He laid down at the beginning of His public ministry, when
Satan tempted Him to turn stones into bread: Man does not
live on bread alone, but on every word that comes from the
mouth of God (Matthew 4:4).
THE PARTICULARS

• John is able to testify firsthand about times when the disciples were too much in awe to question their Master’s unexpected behaviour, like speaking with a (Samaritan) woman (27).
• Because the Samaritans accepted only the 5 books of Moses
as inspired Scripture, and not the Prophets or Writings, for
them a distinguishing mark of the Messiah when He came

would be His prophetic gift, fulfilling Deuteronomy 18:15, 18.
From the point of view of the woman, Jesus’ amazing insight
into her “secret” personal life (cf 17-18) made him a strong
candidate (28-29).
• Jesus was fully man, experiencing all our normal physical
needs for sleep (6), drink (19:28), food (Mark 11:12), etc. He
desired also to satisfy these needs in others (Matthew 11:28,
Mark 8:2, 9:4). But as perfect man He knew the importance of
balancing physical needs with spiritual ones (31-34; cf Matthew
6:33).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• When did you last sacrifice a physical need for a spiritual
one?
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The Saviour of the world.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

S

JOHN 4:35-42

of God; about people believing in Him as the Saviour and
thereby receiving God’s gift of eternal life. It is easy for us to
become discouraged in the Lord’s work, to think that the
Church is going through a “dry” time and to hope for some
spiritual harvest some time in the future. We become a bit like
the tearful sower of Psalm 126, knowing there will be a joyful
harvest some day ... but when? Jesus inspires us to lift up our
eyes and look beyond our present circumstances at what God
is doing now – even out of season!

work in bringing people to Christ; we should always be anticipating a harvest, even under what seem to be adverse conditions (35f).
• Behind times of blessing in the work of evangelism are the
hard yards that others have done in preparing the soil. Reapers
and sowers are to rejoice together as a team (36-38; cf 1 Cor.
3:5-8).
• Events at Sychar bear out Jesus’ point: the response was huge
and fast; the woman’s testimony was part of the process, but it
was a personal encounter with Jesus that really mattered (3942).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• God is not confined to our evangelistic programs to do His

• Are you truly expecting positive results from your witnessing?

THE POINT We see here Jesus’ optimism about the Kingdom

Rubber-neck religion.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 4:43-54

THE POINT In Jesus’ return to Galilee we are reminded again

of the contrast between the way His own people responded to
Him, wanting his Messiahship “proved” by miraculous signs
before they would believe, and the way the Samaritans
responded to Him, readily recognising him as the Saviour of
the world simply on His own testimony. The royal official
genuinely wanted healing for his son, and he genuinely believed
Jesus could do it, but Jesus was only too aware that His
Messianic claims were being tested by the people in general just
on the basis of the miracles (cf 2:24f).
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus was fully aware that His reception back “home” among

His fellow Jews would not match the very positive reception
He had received among the “alien” Samaritans (43-44; cf 1:1012).
• The welcome demonstrated by the Galileans was for “Jesus
the miracle-worker” rather than “Jesus Christ, SaviourMessiah” (v.48 refers to all the people generally, not just the
official) (45).
• Although a consequence of the miraculous sign, the relieved
father’s faith was real (50b, 53) and persistent (49) (46-53).
• This was an example of Jesus’ power to heal from a distance.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What attracts you to Jesus? Is He truly your SaviourMessiah?

Making waves.

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 5:1-15

THE POINT Superstition, self-help and legalism are all ene-

mies of the Gospel of God’s grace in Christ. We see them all
at work in the report of the incident at Bethesda – and we see
them completely over-shadowed by Jesus’ power to heal, forgive, and give new life.
THE PARTICULARS

• On this occasion John doesn’t tell us which of the Jewish
Feasts required Jesus to be in Jerusalem; it was not significant
(1).
• The background comment about the healing power of the
angel-agitated pool water (vv 3b-4 in KJV, see NIV footnote) is
not in the more reliable Greek manuscripts and was probably a
later editorial gloss.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does v. 14 help us understand the relationship between
God’s grace and the need for life-style changing repentance?

His Honour, Judge Jesus.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

• Religious superstition and so-called self-help programs are as
effective in meeting our deepest needs as the “every-man-forhimself/lottery” arrangement had been for the 38 year-old
invalid at the pool; what is needed is a personal encounter with
Jesus.
• Jesus doesn’t impose His blessing, but seeks first a response
(6).
• It is hard to believe that the Jews would censure the man for
his breach of the Sabbath rules by carrying the mat that had
been his 24/7 bed for 38 years! Rigid legalism kills the spirit
(9-10).

JOHN 5:16-23

THE POINT William Gadsby sums up this passage (and many

other similar ones) well: “Immortal honours rest on Jesus’
head, my God, my portion, and my living bread. In Him I live,
upon Him cast my care; He saves from death, destruction and
despair.” Hallelujah!
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus justifies His practice of healing on the Sabbath by identifying himself with His Father (who, of course, must be
involved in the “work” of upholding the cosmos every Sabbath
or it would fall apart). Instead of this explanation pacifying
His opponents it gives them further reason for hostility: He is
adding insult to injury (or rather blasphemy to bloodpressure)
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by claiming to be God! That this could be true seemed to
escape them (16-18).
• In case the Jewish leaders might still be entertaining some
doubt that Jesus perhaps isn’t really claiming to be God, he
drives the point home: He is the Son of God, perfectly synchronised with whatever His Father does (cf 10:30; 14:9-11),
and He is even the one who chooses who will be saved! (19-21,
cf Matthew 11:27)
• Taking this line of reasoning to its limit, Jesus finally claims the
honour as the “Judge of all the Earth” (cf Gen. 18:25) (22-23).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• If Jesus isn’t God, what must we deduce about Him? Is He
God?
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Gracious goodness.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 5:24-30

THE POINT Jesus is, and can be, the only Saviour – even the

OT elect are saved by His death. All His teaching about himself implies this.
THE PARTICULARS

• Everyone who believes in Jesus, as God has revealed Him in
the Bible (ie “hears-My-word-and-believes”), has already
“crossed over” to life; he is now in heaven and cannot be condemned (24). Jesus’ expression, “a time is coming and has
now come” (also in 4:23) captures the tension between what
He’s already achieved perfectly and fully, and what is yet to
happen at His Return (25).
• All the OT “saints” are also all saved through believing in

JOHN 5:31-47

THE POINT The mind of Jesus expressed in this part of His

discourse with His fellow Jews reflects God’s attitude to His
chosen people through the whole OT dispensation; and it is
seen again when Paul, the Pharisee, will later reason with them
(eg Acts 28:17-28).
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus knows, and is unashamed to state, that He is God
come in human form; but if self-appraisal is unacceptable, He
has 2 other referees: John the Baptist, and God (the Holy
Spirit) himself. Some of the Jews had even discovered saving
faith because of John’s witness; Jesus’ desire is that His hearers
would also (31-35).

JOHN 6:1-13

THE POINT Not only is Christ’s deity clearly demonstrated

in this miracle, but also His purpose in coming as a man, and
His status as the focal point of all Salvation History as revealed
in God’s Word.
THE PARTICULARS

• It was always tempting for Jesus to draw crowds of followers
as a spectacular miracle-worker – but He had already won that
battle (see Matthew 4:3-10). So, as his popularity increased He
sought time away with the Twelve on the Golan Heights (1, 3).
• Nevertheless, the crowd still came, and Jesus, in spite of His
own needs, had great compassion and concern for theirs (2-5).
• John notes the Passover connection because Jesus will refer

• However, God’s testimony is much more powerful than
John’s. God had already revealed His Plan of Salvation in the
Scriptures, a fact that Jesus’ hearers were admitting by studying
them closely to find out all they could about their promised
Messiah-Deliverer! And now Jesus was giving ample, undeniable proof that He was the Messiah by doing all that God had
said, so their real accuser is therefore not Jesus, but Moses!
(36-40, 45-47)
• Jesus’ frustration with their stubborn unbelief reaches a climax
as He points out their man-centredness and hypocrisy (41-44).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What part does Scripture play in your understanding of
Jesus?

to Moses and the Exodus, and to His own substitutionary
death (4).
• This is the only miracle recorded in all 4 gospels, and only
John tells us that the 5 loaves and 2 fish were provided by 1
boy; the suggestion that it be used was hardly meant to be serious (7-9).
• The miracle is inspired by human compassion, but in the end
its main impact is to prove: (i) Jesus is the one true God who
alone can create matter; and (ii) Jesus is the true “bread from
heaven” of which the manna in the Exodus was only a foreshadowing .
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How much do we learn about Jesus from just this one miracle?

“‘I AM’; don’t be afraid”.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

• Do you live confidently each day as a true citizen of heaven?

The LORD will provide.

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Accused by their own defence.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

Jesus alone (25; cf 8:56-58; Gen. 22:8; Rom. 3:25-26; Heb.
11:39-40).
• John records 11 times when Jesus refers to Himself as the
“Son of Man”, and this one in v. 27 is the 4th. He clearly has
in mind the figure predicted in Daniel 7:13, to whom belongs
all “authority, glory and sovereign power” and whose “kingdom
is one that will never pass away”! He is the Judge of men and
the giver of life.
• Vss 28-29 cannot teach “justification by works” as this would
be contrary to everything else Jesus is saying; rather they must be
understood in the light of 3:16-21 – good works “prove” belief.

JOHN 6:14-24

THE POINT There is no doubt that the recorded miracles of

Jesus that offend rational man, who makes his carefully constructed science his god, are the ultimate proof of His divinity;
it is by these that mankind will finally be judged (cf 14:11;
20:30-31; Acts 17:31).
THE PARTICULARS

• Attempts to explain away the miracle of the Feeding of the
5000 (eg, it was sacramental and each took only a crumb; or all
were shamed by the boy into getting out their own lunch)
seem to miss the point that the people who were actually present were in no doubt that they had witnessed something that
would make Jesus a candidate for the fulfilment of

Deuteronomy 18:15,18 (14-15)!
• Jesus wasn’t swayed by popularity, but withdrew to pray – an
important lesson the Church today needs to learn (15-17).
• Jesus’ walking on the water and rescuing the disciples are further “nature” miracles, confirming His identity as the Messiah.
Again, they are recorded by men who witnessed them first
hand and were in no doubt as to their implication (18-21, cf
20:30f).
• The crowd who had been fed were also convinced of the very
strong possibility of Jesus being the promised deliverer (22-24).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does scientific reasoning put a limit on what your God can
do?
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True bread from heaven.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 6:25-34

THE POINT Sinful man always wants his religion on his own

terms; even the request in verse 34 is a sarcastic rejection of
God’s terms.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus knew that the people flocking after Him were motivated more by a desire to satisfy their curiosity and physical
appetite than by a genuine desire to know and serve Him as
Lord (25-27).
• Jesus again identifies Himself as God’s promised Deliverer
(27).
• That “works-righteousness” is at the heart of Rabbinic
Judaism is exposed by the constant question addressed to
Jesus, “What must we do ...?” Sin is most effective in blinding

us to grace (28).
• Verse 29 can also be translated, “The work of God is this (my
miracle you have just seen) in order that you might believe ...”;
either way, the essential thing is believing, not doing. Grace is
all about Jesus doing the work God requires – on our behalf.
• Eyes blind to the need for grace will not see the clear evidence of the outworking of it either; sinful man will always be
able to explain away anything he doesn’t want to believe (3031).
• The manna was not a miracle performed by Moses, but a sign
from God pointing forward to Jesus the true “manna” (32-33).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Did Jesus see Himself as one of many different ways to
heaven?

“I AM the bread of life”.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 6:35-45

THE POINT When the OT was translated into Greek nearly

200 years BC, the term “ego eimi” (I AM) was used in Exodus
3:14 for the name God told Moses to identify Him before
Pharaoh. Although these were common Greek words, the
Jews from this point gave the term special significance because
of its relationship to God’s covenant name YHWH (or
Jehovah). In his Gospel, John records at least 24 occasions
when Jesus applied this term “I AM” to Himself. That Jesus
intended this as a deliberate claim to His equality with God is
clear from the hostility it evoked from the Jews. John 8:58-59
is probably the best example of this, but in today’s passage,
Jesus’ declaration, “I AM the bread of life” (35, cf 41), focuses
the whole “bread” discourse on this very point.

THE PARTICULARS

• Faith in Jesus can satisfy all man’s spiritual hunger/thirst
(35).
• Scripture consistently presents two truths: the Father
chooses and saves irresistibly; and the invitation is open to all
(37, 44-45).
• Jesus will complete perfectly the whole saving work the
Father has sent Him to do: all the elect will be with Him forever (38-40).
• The Jews who saw Jesus in His human form, living in the
human context, found it impossible to accept His claim to
deity (41-42).
• God’s drawing in of His own is by gentle wooing, not force
(45).

Identifying with Christ.

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 6:46-59

THE POINT Jesus’ claim to be the bread of life He now drives

home with a very confronting metaphor (especially to Jews so
committed to the sanctity of all human life). It will be by His
substitutionary death on the cross as punishment for the sins of
the world, and His subsequent resurrection, that He will
become the source of eternal life; therefore, for men to share in
this life they will have to be so identified with Him that it will
be as if they are “eating His flesh and drinking His blood”!
Although the Lord’s Supper will be instituted as a parallel way
of expressing this spiritual reality, this discourse isn’t referring
directly to that sacrament. To adopt that view is to trivialise

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Have you fully identified with Jesus in His death (cf Romans
6:1-14)? What will “eating His flesh” mean for you today?

Dividing the sheep from the goats.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

the metaphor, especially if it is imagined that the communion
bread/wine somehow become the actual body/blood of Christ!
Jesus became flesh (1:14) to face the cross for us; we “eat” His
“flesh” by taking up our cross in faith with Him (51).
Moreover, if we tie Jesus’ statements here to the Lord’s Supper
we are understanding Him to say that participation in the sacrament is what gives eternal life (53-55). The Jews were
offended because they took the metaphor literally (52); they
did this because they were offended by the cross!

JOHN 6:60-71

THE POINT The Gospel is a simple truth, declared by God in

His Word: that Jesus had to come from heaven to earth, to die
in man’s place for man’s sin. We saw in Ch. 3 that Jesus came
to save; we also saw there that the way of salvation would
expose man’s sin, offend his pride, and make clear that man
could never save himself. By the end of Ch. 6 we are finding
many would-be disciples turning away because this way of salvation is too hard – not because it requires too high a standard
of “goodness”, but because it demands too low a posture of
humility and contrition, accepting that God’s proposition is
true. Only God could bring about such a radical “new birth”
in the human heart; He must take the initiative; He must
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choose out those who are to be saved (65). And yet, in His
great love and mercy, Jesus continues to extend the genuine and
generous invitation to live to all without distinction!
THE PARTICULARS

• The Jews were offended by Jesus’ claim to be the only
Saviour. Jesus predicted that when His identity was revealed as
the “Son of Man” (cf Daniel 7:13) they’d be even more
offended (60-62)!
• Peter speaks on behalf of all who find true life in Christ (6869)
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Have you found true life in Christ? What has it cost you?

N

Across
Australia
Queen’s Birthday honours

Thonoured
he following Presbyterians have been
in the Queen’s Birthday 2006
Honours List:
Member (AM) of the Order of
Australia: Dr Robert Lindsay Iles, for
service to education as principal of the
Scots College, Sydney and through support for professional organisations, and to
the community. Dr Iles has been principal
of the Scots College, Sydney, since 1994.
Medal (OAM) of the Order of
Australia: Mr Eric Ning Chen, of
Bulleen, Vic, for service to the Chinese
community of Victoria, particularly
through the Box Hill Chinese Senior
Citizen’s Club and the Nunawading
Community Hostel. President, Box Hill
Chinese Senior Citizen’s Club, since
1997; secretary, 1995; member, since 1994.
Member, Church Board, Burwood
Community Presbyterian Church, for 7
years Centenary Medal, for his voluntary
service to the Chinese community, 2001.
The Reverend Dr Paul Gibson
Logan, of North Sydney, for service to
the Presbyterian Church of Australia, particularly in the areas of aged care and
social welfare. Clerk, General Assembly
of the PCA since 1991; served on many
GAA committees. Moderator, Presbytery
of the Hunter, 1984-1985; clerk, 19851993. Member, Management Committee,
Presbyterian Homes for Aged Persons,
Stockton, 1984-1994. Member, Maitland
Presbyterian Glebe Trust, 1984-1994.
Chaplain, Mater Hospital, Crows Nest,
since 1994. Minister, North Sydney
Presbyterian Church, since 1994,
Maitland Presbyterian Church, 19841994, and Beacon Hill-Narraweena
Presbyterian Church, 1973-1984. Board
Member, Scottish Hospital, Paddington,
1978-1984; Chaplain and Convenor of
Hostel and Nursing Home SubCommittee.
Mr William Robert White, of
Scarness, Qld, for service to the
Presbyterian Church of Queensland, and
to the community of Hervey Bay, particularly through Meals on Wheels.
Commissioner,
Triennial
General
Assembly, 2004; representative elder,
Presbyterian General Assembly of
Australia, 1960-2003. Sunday School
Superintendent, Presbyterian Church of

E

W

S

Queensland, for 28 years; also served as
secretary and lay preacher; in 1959 became
a full-time Home Missionary, also served
as clerk and moderator to the
Mary/Burnett Presbytery and became the
pastor, Hervey Bay Presbyterian Church
in 1969, retiring in 1975; undertook relief
work at the churches in Monto and
Bundaberg; continues as an active member of session in the Hervey Bay charge
and is also the session clerk of
Maryborough.

A venerable gospel

R

ev. Terry Sadler has been on an
exploratory Presbyterian Inland Mission
patrol in the central and southern
Northern Territory. Mr Sadler writes of
his exploratory PIM patrol with Robert
Donnett: We traveled east from Kulgara
visiting stations out to Andado. Near
Finke there is a marker known as
“Lamberts Centre of Australia”. As we
traveled to New Crown from Finke,
Robert and I both noticed something to
the south at the same time and resolved to
investigate on our return to Finke the
next day. We are extremely glad that we
did, for what we thought could have been
a gate and a 200-litre drum (44gal) or such
turned out to be a grave and headstone
about 800 metres off the road. It read:
Joseph Alexander McPharlin
Died 10th Jan 1883 aged 25 yrs
“Blessed are they that die in the Lord”
R.I.P.
Fear not my friends, my time has
come. Oh happy the day.
Christ with his precious blood has
been and washed my sins away.
Our happiness shall be complete when
we meet beyond the sky
We shall never have to part again or
ever say good bye.
This is written in lead inserts in the
marble headstone, now broken into three.
It shows that God had the gospel in
Central Australia before Australian
Inland Mission was begun by Flynn. We
wondered, how many have read this testimony over the years and begun a journey
to Calvary, and how many might begin
that journey now that we can share Joseph
Alexander McPharlin’s testimony today
in our travels.

Malvern centenary

T100heyears
Malvern congregation will celebrate
of worship in the current church
building, at 163 Wattletree Road, Malvern,
Vic. A service will be held on Sunday 30

July, at 3pm. The congregation hopes
friends will join them to give thanks for a
long history of gospel ministry. The guest
speakers will be Moderator-General Bob
Thomas, and Federal Treasurer Peter
Costello. RSVP: Mrs Marilyn Gooey,
(03) 9561 2705.

Mission coordinators

AVic.ustralian
Presbyterian World Mission
will commission Rev. Robert and
Mrs Leonie Betts as joint partnership
development coordinators of APWM
Victoria at a service on Sunday 16 July at
Ashburton Presbyterian Church at
2:30pm. The guest preacher will be Rev.
Bill Lutton, mission partners’ national
director.

Soldiers in touch

Athatrmymanychaplain
Martin de Pyle reports
of the soldiers he ministered to
in Iraq have kept up contact now he is
back in Darwin. The deployment last year
to Iraq provided daily opportunities to
speak about Christ, and soldiers regularly
visit him at the barracks. On weekends
others will visit the de Pyle home to go
swimming, motor bike riding or enjoy
Kaylene’s cooking.
There have also been some exciting
developments with the establishment of a
Presbyterian Church here in Darwin, to
be established next year. “In the short
time we have been in Darwin our appreciation for the range of mission work in the
Territory has really increased. We are in
regular contact with workers in MAF, the
Bible Society, Spinifex Ministries, AIM
and others.” There have also been plenty
of visitors from the south, with ample
room on the de Pyle’s five-acre block for
truckers, trailers and mobile homes.

Israel visit

AMoore
fter a great trip to Israel this year by a
College group led by Dr Paul
Barnett, Presbyterian Theological
College lecturer Dr Tony Bird is arranging a similar visit early in 2007. The likely
dates are 10 to 21 January. The study tour
will visit important biblical sites and view
many of the best and recent archaeological discoveries with relevance to the New
Testament (as well as some Old). The trip
begins at Caesarea on the coast, continues
to Galilee (eg Nazareth, Cana,
Capernaum), then to Judea, with trips to
Qumran, Masada and the Dead Sea.
Finally it will visit some of the biblical
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sites and museums in and around
Jerusalem. The approximate cost is $3500
twin share (ex Melbourne) plus travel
insurance – includes everything except
midday meal. Please email Dr Tony Bird
on birdt@presbyteriancollege.org

T

he Australian Christian Lobby has
welcomed the Federal Government’s
National Filter Scheme initiative to provide all Australian families with the option
of free internet filtering of pornography.
“It is great to see the Government protecting children from the filth that can be
accidentally viewed on the internet.
Although the National Library will
require mandatory filtering we will be urging the state and territory governments to

S

Around
the World

Melton Presbyterian Church in association with the Presbytery of Melbourne

Anti-porn measure

W

take up the free offer and implement the
filtering in all libraries throughout
Australia,” said Jim Wallace, managing
director of ACL.

Melton seeks planter

West and the Victorian Presbyterian
Church Home Mission Committee
began a church plant in the western suburbs of Melbourne in February 2004.
The congregation of the Brimbank
Presbyterian Church Plant needs an
experienced church planter to lead them
into the future. The worker will work
with a committed reformed/evangelical
and supportive session and presbytery.
For more details, contact Peter Owen,
Box 521 Melton Vic. 3337, (03) 9747
8195.

E

Christians sold as slaves

boys to beg for him. Not only did they
manage to buy back 20 boys and return
them to their homes, but also they
secretly filmed Khan accepting money for
seventeen boys.
Although the evidence against Khan is
overwhelming, the police have indicated
that the power of Islamic groups such as
his is too great for them to tackle. So far
no investigation has taken place.
Barnabas Fund

Amnesty ponders abortion

G
ul Khan, a leading member of a mili- Amnesty International is considering
tant Islamic organisation based in dropping its neutral position on abortion
Pakistan with links to al-Qaeda, is funding its activities through the sale of
Christian children into slavery, according
to missionaries. The children, aged
between six and 12, are abducted from
their homes in remote Christian villages
in the Punjab and incarcerated in appalling
conditions, until being sold for approximately $1700 each into the sex trade or a
life of domestic servitude. While they are
held they are beaten savagely, only fed
once a day and ordered not to talk, play or
pray.
The trade was exposed by two
Christian missionaries (one Pakistani, the
other American), who had seen photographs of boys for sale on the black
market in Quetta, the capital of
Baluchistan province. The missionaries
constructed an elaborate and hazardous
rescue plan, with the Pakistani posing as a
Lahore businessman who wanted to buy

in favour of promoting a right to abortion.
Its existing policy on “sexual and reproductive rights” is that it “takes no position
on whether or not women have a right to
choose to terminate unwanted pregnancies; there is no generally accepted right to
abortion in international human rights
law.”
The possible change is making waves
around the world. Campaigners are urging pro-lifers who support the organisation to make their views known. Amnesty
International will decide whether to abandon neutrality at a meeting in Mexico next
year. Between now and then, national
branches are consulting with members
and discussing the proposal. Britain and
New Zealand have both already decided
to support it.
CNSNews.com

Christians gang-raped

T

wo Christian women, one of them
seven months pregnant, were reportedly
gang-raped in a village in India as a result
of their refusal to leave the Christian faith.
The two women, 22 and 24, say they were
gang-raped in Nadia, a village in Madhya
Pradesh state’s Khargon district.
According to Salem Voice Ministries
(SVM), the woman along with Pastor
Sarachand Chauhan, met Governor Dr
Balram Jhakar and presented their case.
The governor asked the Director General
of Police and Chief Secretary to send him
information about the alleged assault. He
also asked for a report on action taken by
officials.
SVM reported that Chauhan said a
medical examination has confirmed the
rapes, but for additional evidence the samples are being DNA tested. SVM reported
that the older woman, who said she is
seven months pregnant, said the men
overpowered her before she could run
away or hide. After chasing her father-in2 0 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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law from the house and beating her
mother-in- law, who was trying to stop
them, they reportedly dragged her outside, threw her on to a cot in front of the
house and tore off her clothes. Three men
then took turns raping her.

Prison program ‘unconstitutional’

A

federal judge has ruled that Prison
Fellowship’s InnerChange Freedom
Initiative program is unconstitutional —
and now the program that equips prisoners to successfully re-enter society is in
jeopardy.
A federal judge has ruled that an Iowa
prison program that involves inmates
immersing themselves in evangelical
Christianity is unconstitutional and must
be shut down. Judge Robert Pratt, in a
ruling expected to have national implications, said the program amounts to a government establishment of religion.
Pratt ruled that the Iowa Department
of Corrections must close the program
within 60 days but he suspended those
orders while an appeal is pending. Prison
Fellowship, which sponsors similar programs in Texas, Minnesota, Kansas and
Arkansas, argued that the Iowa program is
voluntary and has secular benefits. It plans
to appeal.
Agape Press

Conversion outlawed

Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s regime is dealing a severe
blow to Christian revival in the country
by outlawing Muslims who convert to
Christianity. Ethnic Christians are still
allowed to express their faith within their
own church walls, but those who come
from a Muslim background face tremendous risk because the government wants
them to return to Islam. Iran’s new policy
has brought fear to the church because
they are forbidden to support these
believers, and as a result are removing
their support from their brothers and sisters of Muslim origin.
“That is regrettable,” said Open Doors
staff worker Stefan Van Velde. “The former Muslims now form little cell groups
that only meet in secret. This makes it
more difficult for the government to track
them down. At the same time, it’s very
hard for organisations like Open Doors to
reach them too. This is a problem because
most of the former Muslims are new converts to Christianity. They have very little
knowledge of the Bible.’’
Intercessors Network
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Christians acquitted

AChristians
n Indian district court has acquitted 16
accused of killing a Hindu fundamentalist in the violence that erupted
after the body of a young girl was found
inside a Catholic school in Jhabua in 2004.
The court acquitted the Christians on 31
May, with Judge Shaida Bano Rahman
citing lack of evidence and saying prosecutors had fabricated testimonies against
the accused, according to Indira Iyengar,
a member of the Madhya Pradesh
Minorities Commission. Arjun Pal, the
slain Hindu fundamentalist, was killed on
16 January 2004 by one of his own group
in the confusion that followed a mob
attack on Christians, Iyengar said; the
extremists then put Pal’s body into a jeep
and rushed away, later accusing the
Christians of killing him.
Compass direct

Christians at the Cup

Tdeserves
he side that gives God the utmost glory
to win soccer’s World Cup,
Brazilian player Lucio said before the cup
opened last month. The 28-year-old full
back, who plays in Germany, is a devout
Christian, along with six other Brazilian
players.
When world champion Brazil beat
Germany four years ago, the players
prayed before the game, “not for victory
but rather that our team praises God as is
His due,” Lucio said.
Even if the Brazilians had lost, they
would have shown their Jesus-Loves-You
shirts, said Lucio “We should always give
Jesus the glory – in good times and bad”.
Internet users voted for “The
Christian Footballer of the World Cup”
at the Dutch site www.gristelijk.nl. They
had a choice of eleven players. At time of
going to print, Dirk Kuyt of the
Netherlands led from Kaka (Brazil) and
Kew Jaliens (Netherlands). Other contenders include Andranik Teymourian
(Iran), the only Christian in the Iranian
squad, Lucio and Ze Roberto (Brazil),
Brian McBride and Tim Howard
(USA), Lee Young Pyo and Song
Chong-Gug (South Korea), and Sammy
Kuffour (Ghana).

Saudis arrest Christians

Twooden
en Saudi Arabian police armed with
clubs raided a private Christian
worship meeting in the coastal city of
Jeddah on 9 June, arresting two Ethiopian
and two Eritrean Christians.

More than 100 Eritreans, Ethiopians
and Filipinos were gathered for worship in
a home in Jeddah’s Al-Rowaise district
when the police burst in. The startled
worshippers brought chairs to seat the
policemen, who sat and waited for the
three-hour worship service to conclude.
None used their clubs or physically mishandled the worshippers.
But after the praise and prayer service
finished, police arrested four leaders, who
were jailed in the Jeddah Terhil
(Deportation) Centre. Usually, the Saudi
government deports expatriate Christians
caught conducting worship meetings in
their homes or privately owned villas,
forcing their employers to terminate their
work contracts.
Compass Direct

Irish leader elected

D
r David Clarke has been elected new
moderator of the Presbyterian Church
of Ireland. He officially succeeded Dr
Harry Uprichard on 12 June. Dr
Clarke was nominated by 14 of the 21
Presbyteries. He is one of eight children, and two of his brothers are
Presbyterian
ministers.
The
Presbyterian Church in Ireland has
about 300,000 members in 560 congregations and is the largest Protestant
denomination in Northern Ireland.

Nepal goes secular

N

epal is no longer a Hindu nation. On
18 May, the only Hindu kingdom in the
world was unanimously declared by its
new government to be a secular state. It
began with the country-wide 19-day revolution in April by the Nepali people. At
the end of that time, the king capitulated
and reinstated the House of
Representatives, which he had sacked over
a year previously. Now after barely three
weeks in session, the House of
Representatives, headed by its new Prime
Minister, Girija Prasad Koirala, has made
radical changes in the government of
Nepal.
The House of Representatives passed a
declaration changing the very name of the
government from “His Majesty’s
Government” to “Nepal government”
and the name of the army from “Royal
Nepal Army” to the “Nepali Army”. The
king was also removed as the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief of the army and the
constitution was amended. Nepali
Christians are rejoicing.
Assist News Service
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Iranian Christians pray

M

ore than 120 Iranian church leaders
pledged themselves to 40 days of prayer
and fasting for the salvation of Iran, starting from 25 May. Participants fasted for
different lengths of time and at different
periods during the 40 days. The small but
rapidly growing Iranian church is on the
brink of unprecedented growth. Despite
the prospect of persecution, men and
women, young and old are putting their
faith in Jesus Christ – many as a result of
dreams and visions. The leaders said they
needed to thank God for the open hearts
and to cry out for a great revival. A strong
church in Iran will impact the entire
region.

State ‘surveys’ churches

P

reparation of a “data bank of churches
and missionary organisations” by police in
the Indian Rajasthan state’s Udaipur district has heightened fears of renewed
harassment among the state’s miniscule
Christian community.
Christians in Rajasthan, ruled by the
Hindu extremist-backed Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), have documented a
systematic campaign of persecution at
the hands of the state government over
the past four months. The questionnaire
asks the “ideology of the priest of the
church or the head of the organisation”
and seeks a detailed description of the
activities of Christian institutions, their
sources of income and financial aid, legal
status, fixed assets, and information on
residents of any hostel facilities they
may run. It also asks if they provide education and whether they are registered to
do so.
“The tone and tenor of the questionnaire is as if it were aimed at illegal immigrants,” said Sajan George, national convener of the Global Council of Indian
Christians.
Compass Direct

Multi-faith agreement

I

n an attempt to spread tolerance among
people of different religions, English and
Welsh religious leaders have publicly
committed themselves to ensuring that
children in schools under their jurisdiction are taught about non-Christian
faiths. Christian leaders signed an agreement with other faith leaders as part of an
initiative by the British government’s
Department for Education and Skills to
address the failure of some faith schools
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to teach about religions other than their
own.
In the agreement, Catholic, Anglican,
Methodist, Evangelical, Jewish, Muslim,
Sikh, Hindu and Buddhist schools committed to supporting the National
Framework for Religious Education,
introduced in 2004 but not legally binding. In the statement, the leaders said that
teaching about a range of faiths enabled
children to “develop respect for and sensitivity to others, in particular those whose
faith and beliefs are different from their
own”. The faith leaders said: “We believe
that schools with a religious designation
should teach not only their own faith but
also an awareness of the tenets of other
faiths. We are fully committed to using
the framework in developing the religious
education curriculum for our schools and
colleges.”
Religion Today

On the
Agenda

“The Apostle Paul in Romans 10:14-15
talked about the need to ‘send preachers’,”
Swanson said. “But preachers can’t be sent
unless the barriers that prevent their
access and sustainability are overcome.
Operation ACCESS! is a strategic
‘roadmap’ to accomplish this Godappointed task.”
Swanson likened the potential impact
of Operation ACCESS! to the “10/40
Window” strategy popularised by missions strategist Luis Bush.
Operation ACCESS! research is being
made available to denominations, ministries, churches and humanitarian agencies around the world.
Many suggest the research will affect
the focus of their efforts for years to
come. “MAF’s foundational re-analysis of
its work and of mission work in general
has produced a breathtaking new analysis
of the challenge before us,” said Dr Ralph
Winter, founder of the US Centre for
World Missions.
Missions and agency leaders will be
invited to a conference at the MAF headquarters in America in October to discuss
and plan how to work together effectively
to use the Operation ACCESS! research.
ASSIST News Service

75% still unreached: study

Anglicans’ first lady

By Mark Ellis

By Jonathan Petre

Aremaining
n important new study focuses on
barriers to global evangelism A woman has been elected as the first
and offers a strategic roadmap to accom- female leader of the US Anglican
plish the Great Commission among
unreached people groups.
“Research shows that despite the extraordinary missions efforts of the church,
three out of four people alive on the earth
today still have not heard the gospel,” said
Kevin Swanson, president of Mission
Aviation Fellowship (MAF). MAF is an
aviation, communications and technology
ministry serving more than 600 Christian
and non-governmental organisations
worldwide.
The landmark five-year global research
project by MAF called Operation
ACCESS! provides critical information
that will shape international evangelism,
ministry and humanitarian strategies for
the next 20 years.
The study spotlights pockets of people
until now considered unreachable, and
identifies areas where transportation, communications and technology barriers prevent or impede access to the gospel. It
assesses the significance of the barriers, the
degree of any ministry taking place, and
suggests how the barriers can be overcome.
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Church in a historic but divisive development that could hasten the break-up of
the worldwide denomination.
The Bishop of Nevada, the Right
Reverend Katharine Jefferts Schori, who
has liberal views on homosexuality, is the
first woman primate (national leader) in
Anglican history.
Shouts of joy from pro-women campaigners greeted her surprise election by
fellow bishops at the General
Convention of the Episcopal Church
last month.
Conservatives predicted Ms Jefferts
Schori, 52, would lead the church further
along its liberal path on issues such as
homosexuality, and her election will dismay traditionalists opposed to women
priests. The only other countries to have
women bishops are New Zealand and
Canada.
A leading traditionalist, Fort Worth
Bishop Jack Iker, said: “She will be the
only woman among 38 primates and the
majority of them do not even recognise
women bishops. This is going to be very

N
difficult for the Archbishop of
Canterbury.”
“It will be a great adventure,” Ms
Jefferts Schori said.
She promised to reconcile with those
in the US church who are upset with its
direction after she is installed at a ceremony in Washington’s National
Cathedral in November.
Her election followed a warning from a
senior Church of England bishop that
efforts to prevent a schism in worldwide
Anglicanism were futile as it was now
“two religions”. In an interview with
London’s The Daily Telegraph, the Bishop
of Rochester, Michael Nazir-Ali, said
compromise between liberals and conservatives was no longer possible.
He increased the pressure on
Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan
Williams to take firm action against the
liberal American leadership. “Sometimes
you have to recognise that there are two
irreconcilable positions and you have to
choose between them,” Mr Nazir-Ali said.
“The right choice is in line with the Bible
and the church’s teaching down the ages,
not some new-fangled religion we have
invented to respond to the 21st century.”
He said an unconnected decision by its
House of Bishops last month to back civil
if not religious marriages for gay couples
was so significant it made issues such as
gay bishops “an interesting footnote”.
Telegraph, London
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stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction
to Syria in the summer of 2002, a story
that is now being closely analysed by the
CIA and Congressional intelligence committees.
“He received an emotional ovation
when he described how he refused to execute US and British prisoners of war in
1991, despite direct orders by Qusay
Hussein, Saddam’s son. That move led to
his dismissal from the military in February
1991, though – thank God – not to his
own execution,” Rosenberg writes.
Rosenberg says: “Just as moving were
the stories Sada shared about what God is
doing in Iraq today.” The Kurds in the
north of Iraq, for example, are converting
to Christianity “by the hundreds”, Sada
reported.
One evangelical church recently
started in Kurdistan now has more than
800 people worshipping there every week,
most of whom are new converts from
Islam, Sada told his audience.
Rosenberg adds: “Sada told me that
some 5000 Iraqis have publicly identified
themselves as new followers of Christ
since Iraq was liberated, and that an estimated eight out of 10 Iraqi believers say
they converted because Jesus appeared to
them in dreams or visions.”
ASSIST News Service

China drops the curtain

Cshowing
hina has ordered cinemas to stop
the controversial blockbuster
The Da Vinci Code, media and cinema
officials said last month, though the
official reason was not immediately
clear.
The government, in dispute with the
Vatican over its appointment of bishops
without papal approval, issued an internal
notice to state media, asking them not to
promote the movie any longer, said a
Chinese media source, who asked not to
be identified.
“The notice ordered us not to comment, discuss the film or even mention
the name of the movie in any form in
print,” said the source, who has been
briefed on the situation.
The source added the regulators had
made the decision after protests from
Chinese religious groups, but was unable
to elaborate.
Two major cinema complexes in
Beijing and Shanghai confirmed they had
been told to pull the movie, which opened
in China on May 17, hours before its gala
opening at Cannes.
Reuters

Iraqis turn to Christ

Melton Presbyterian Church • Western suburbs of Melbourne

By Michael Ireland

Church planter [Full Time] required

I

n spite of the continuous spate of bad
news coming out of Iraq, unprecedented
religious freedom has finally come to Iraq
because of US military action there, and
more Iraqi Muslims are becoming followers of Jesus Christ today than at any
other time in the history of the country.
That was the message delivered by
retired Iraqi General Georges Sada on 22
May to an audience of more than 1000
people at McLean Bible Church in
Virginia, according to Joel C. Rosenberg,
bestselling author of The Last Jihad, The
Last Days and The Ezekiel Option, with
more than one million copies in print.
As a communications strategist,
Rosenberg has worked with some of the
world’s most influential leaders in business, politics and media, including Steve
Forbes, Rush Limbaugh, and former
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.
Rosenberg says Sada described in
detail how Saddam Hussein moved

History: Melton Presbyterian Church
in association with the Presbytery of
Melbourne West and the Victorian
Presbyterian Church Home Mission
Committee established a church plant
in the Western suburbs of Melbourne
which commenced February 2004. (In
the Sydenham Vic 3037 area – 25 minutes from the GPO) The congregation
of the Brimbank Presbyterian
Church Plant needs an experienced
church planter to lead them into the
future. You will work with a committed reformed/evangelical and supportive Session and Presbytery.
The plant owns a large modern well
equipped manse, all the ministry
equipment required and has a secure
source of funding- it just needs the
right worker.
Interested applicants should apply with a letter
of application, CV and three referees to:
Rev. Peter Owen, Box 521 Melton VIC 3337
pealexo@netspace.net.au Ph. (03) 9747 8195

The right worker will be required to
posses the following:
• A self sacrificial servant’s heart
• A Christ-centered and gospel-centered life,
striving toward the faithful witness required
of overseers (1 Tim. 3:1-7, Titus 1:7-9).
• Be an effective communicator in preaching
and teaching.
• Demonstrated gifts and skills in evangelism
and discipleship of new believers.
• A good people person – the ability to establish
and maintain positive relationships with people
at all levels and a sincere desire to know the
flock and extend hospitality.
• Demonstrated leadership ability:
able to take initiative and be a self starter.
• Courage and perseverance to endure in a
long haul ministry.
• Have a coaching approach to ministry; the
desire and ability to train, equip and develop
others for service.
• Clear administrative and organizational
capabilities.
• The ability to model the highest standards
of personal, professional and institutional
honesty and integrity.
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God’s new gift
How a Melbourne presbytery tapped into the 21st century.

W

ithin a few years the Internet
and SMS will occupy a similar
position in our daily lives to
electricity, television, radio and
telephones. Indeed in time the Internet will
be both our phone and television system. It
is already becoming the key medium in
hunting for jobs, products and services.
Increasingly our young people are
communicating via SMS. Yet very few
Presbyterian congregations have a web
site, and many with sites have let them fall
behind. Until May, no Presbyterian
church in Australia had a SMS station.
Although God has given us these fabulous tools to communicate His Word, we
are not using them.
This is the story of the 11 congregations in the Presbytery of Melbourne
West who spent $17,000 to set up platform for both Internet and SMS communication and achieved the task on budget.
They are now beginning to reap the benefits of these marvelous communication
tools and now invite any Presbyterian
congregation in Australia to take advantage of the base they have set up.
The movement started in February
2004 at a late-night board meeting of the
Essendon congregation. A series of “what
ifs” were asked:
• “What if ” we could have a web site that
enabled people to communicate with the
church – including sending prayer
requests?
• “What if” we could send Bible messages
via SMS to young people and Christians
who might be distracted during the week
because of their busy lives?
• ”What if” we could show people what it
was like inside the church. It might make
people less frightened to enter the door.
• “What if ” you could hear the minister
welcome you on the web site.
• “What if” internally we had a modern
communication system accessible by
password for our own use.

G

od had given us the technology to do
all these things and much more.
Essendon concluded that, while the
commercial world was using these communication tools, Essendon did not have
the ability or the funds to use the full

Robert
Gottliebsen
range although it could have set up a simple web site. The Essendon board decided
to go to their presbytery, but so the plan
would make sense they first funded “a
scoping study” to discover what the commercial world could actually deliver.
Essendon awarded the study contract to
Andrew Kent at Business Gearchange. We
could not have chosen a better person.
When they
saw what was
proposed
by
Although God B u s i n e s s
has given us Gearchange, the
these fabulous p r e s b y t e r y
tools, we are e n c o u r a g e d
not using them. Essendon to go
to the next stage
and call for tenders to see what
this remarkable project would cost. Two
commercial groups tendered but the
Impact Data tender was by far the best.
Essendon negotiated a low SMS price as
part of the tender.
Then God intervened in an amazing
way. Suddenly a donor appeared (not
from Essendon) to fund the base plan. So
Essendon returned to presbytery with a
detailed plan, fully costed and with a large
amount of the money raised. The presbytery, meeting in Gisborne, reached the
so-called “Gisborne Accord”, which
included some remarkable decisions.
Realising the project could collapse if
there were too many conflicting ideas,
presbytery set up a small “implementation
committee” of Peter Owen, Douglas
Robertson, Elizabeth Liu and Robert
Gottliebsen, with the power to complete
the project and present the congregations
with their finished web and SMS platform.
The presbytery regarded SMS as vital
to the future. To underline this, it offered
each congregation 50 sets of two months’
SMS messages which could be given to
newcomers entering the church.
Presbytery also wanted every congrega-
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tion to have the option of having a good
“passive” web site (where there was little
to do) or having an “active site” where
there were lots of changes and up dates.
That way congregations without expertise
could still have a modern web site and
SMS station. The problem of sites that fell
into disrepair when initial enthusiasm
waned would be overcome.
On 25 May the presbytery sent out
almost 150 SMS messages and launched 11
web sites – Clifton Hill, Essendon,
Flemington, Gisborne, Melton, Scots,
Sunshine, Williamstown, Wyndham, West
Footscray and Brimbank (which was mothballed). Each web site used the same URL,
so it was melton.presbyterian.com.au;
scots.presbyterian.com.au etc.
They can all be seen on
presbyterian.com.au. The sites all have a
How to Find God Page and a facility for
people to send prayer requests to each
congregation’s minister. Each week a
Bible Truth will be sent via SMS to those
who enrolled in their congregations or
paid by credit card via the web site. On
the web site the SMS is available along
with a weekly short Bible study.

T

he presbytery launched the sites and
SMS service pointing out the errors in
The Da Vinci Code which gave some congregations wonderful publicity in local
papers. It also showed the communication power of what had been achieved.
There are many ways to use God’s
technology communication gifts. The
Impact Data contract provides that new
congregations can join for $750 and a
yearly payment of $200 payable monthly,
plus SMS charges. (Presbytery takes no
profit.) You can log into the Essendon or
Melton sites (essendon.presbyterian.
com.au or melton.presbyterian.com.au)
then go to the “contact us” page, and your
message will go to Peter Phillips or Peter
Owen. Alternatively, design your own
web site and SMS station. But whatever
you do, don’t ignore God’s communication gifts.
Noted financial commentator Robert
Gottliebsen worships at Essendon
ap
Presbyterian Church, Vic.
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A deadly myth
Conventional wisdom on religious violence has demonised believers.

I

n the 1940s, Jehovah’s Witnesses in
the United States were beaten, tarred,
castrated and jailed because they
believed that followers of Jesus
Christ should not salute a flag.
The famous historian Martin Marty
cites this 50 years later. To him it is evidence that religion has a particular tendency to be divisive and therefore violent.
He writes that it “can be perceived by others as dangerous. Religion can cause all
kinds of trouble in the public arena’’. For
Marty, religion refers not to the ritual
vowing allegiance to a flag, but only to the
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ refusal to do so.
There’s clearly something wrong here.
Surely the obvious conclusion is that
fanatical nationalism can cause violence.
Why does Marty blame religion? Marty
has been seduced by – and is in turn helping to cement – a myth so deeply rooted
in Western society that it may be impossible to dig out. That is the myth that religion has a dangerous tendency to promote violence.
This myth has become the conventional wisdom in the secular Western
world (and beyond). It plays a valuable
role for secularists, who use it to silence or
marginalise believers on the grounds that
it is too dangerous to allow religion into
the public arena. It is also used to
demonise Muslims as a whole, and creates
a blindspot about violence by the West so
that we don’t have to confront what we
have done and are still doing.

C

ombating this conventional wisdom
was the theme of an important international lecture by American theologian
William Cavanaugh at Melbourne
University earlier this month, and this
article largely follows his argument.
Since the attacks of 9/11 the myth has
been applied with seeming greater plausibility to Muslims – as if all the world’s
Muslims thought the same way about
global politics any more than all the
world’s Christians do. It is dangerous
because it confirms an “us’’ (the rational,
peace-making, secular West) against a
“them’’ (violent fanatics in the Muslim
world). To quote Cavanaugh: “Their violence is religious, and therefore irrational
and divisive.

Barney
Zwartz
Our violence, on the other hand, is
rational, peace-making and necessary.
Regrettably, we find ourselves forced to
bomb them into the higher rationality.”
Most religious believers have bought
this myth, too. They try to fight it by two
arguments. First, they say that violence in
the name of religion is really usually about
politics or economics, and religion is a
convenient cover. Second, they claim that
people who perpetrate violence – the crusaders, for example – are by definition not

Our violence is
rational,
peace-making
and necessary.
Regrettably,
we find ourselves forced
to bomb them
into the higher
rationality.
really religious. Australian Muslims constantly claim this of Islamic terrorists:
“These people aren’t really Muslims
because Islam is a religion of peace.’’ And
I understand their predicament, but the
argument doesn’t work.
First, it’s impossible to separate religious motives from the rest to make religion innocent. So the first argument by
defenders of religion shares the same flaw
as the myth itself – it tries to sever religion
from culture, politics, economics etc.
How can you separate religion from politics within Islam when Muslims themselves make no such separation?
Second, it may be true that the crusaders misappropriated Christianity, but
they claimed it as their motive.
Christianity can’t be entirely excused.
That’s because it’s not just a set of doctrines, it’s a lived historical experience dis-

tinguished by the observable actions of
Christians. In the same way, how can nonMuslims distinguish the “true” Islam
between the competing claims of the
jihadists and moderates and all the others
who say they speak for the religion? The
terrorists may be influenced by many factors, but it cannot be denied that religion
is an important one.
So religion can and does contribute to
violence. (Of course it also contributes to
helping people and improving their lives,
but this line must be used carefully so one
doesn’t still argue within the false
premises of the myth.) Where the myth is
wrong is in saying religion is more violent
than secular ideologies.

T

he argument against the myth of religious violence has two prongs: to
show how the myth is incoherent, and to
show how it became so widely believed.
It’s incoherent because the division
between the religious and secular is artificial. It’s a modern, Western invention to
separate religion from culture, politics and
economics. In fact, they are entirely intermingled. Ancient Romans never thought
of separating religion, empire and duty –
they shaped and defined each other.
Scholars agree that it’s impossible to
define religion. In When Religion Becomes
Evil, Charles Kimball admits this but says
we all know it when we see it. Cavanaugh
replies: “When an academic says such a
thing you should react as you would when
a used car salesman says ‘everyone knows
this is a good car’. The fact is that we don’t
all know it.’’
Under “religion’’, you can find books
on totems, witchcraft, the rights of man,
Marxism, liberalism, Japanese tea ceremonies, nationalism, sports, free market
ideology and much more. Must religion
include belief in God or gods? If not, you
can include Buddhism and Confucianism,
but a whole lot of “secular’’ beliefs sneak
in too, such as nationalism, which has
been called the most powerful religion in
the United States.
But the sociologists, political scientists, historians, theologians and others
who have written since 9/11 attacking
religion as violent just pretend this difficulty doesn’t exist. Then they claim reli-
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gion is prone to violence because it is
absolutist, divisive, and/or irrational.
They then ignore overwhelming evidence
that secular ideologies and institutions can
be just as absolutist, divisive or irrational.
Their problem is that when they try to
separate secular from religious violence,
they refute their own distinctions. Marty,
for example, lists 17 definitions of religion
but won’t give his own because “scholars
will never agree”. He then lists five “features’’ of a religion, and shows how politics shares all five: both focus our ultimate
concern, both build community, both
appeal to myth and symbol (for example,
national flags, war memorials), both use
rites and ceremonies and both demand
certain behaviours. In showing how
closely intertwined the two are, Marty
ends up demolishing any theoretical basis
for separating them.

M

ark Juergensmeyer, in his influential
Terror in the Mind of God, says religious violence is particularly relentless
because believers elevate it beyond other
conflicts to a “cosmic war’’. But he admits
that so do those involved in ideological
and ethnic violence (think Rwanda or
Serbia) and he also admits that secular
nationalism is a religion. So the distinction
between secular and cosmic war vanishes.
How many Christians would be will-
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ing to kill for their faith? How many
would be willing to kill for their country?
Surveys in America show that the nationstate attracts far more absolutist fervour
than Christianity. Many Christians there
endorse slaughter on behalf of the nation
as necessary, even laudable.
If this myth about religious violence is
incoherent, why
is it so widely
How many believed? Because
Christians it’s so useful. In
would be will- domestic politics,
it helps silence
ing to kill for religious believtheir faith? ers, who are told
How many their faith is
would be will- purely a private
ing to kill for matter and must
their country? be kept out of
politics. In foreign politics, the
myth helps reinforce and justify Western
attitudes, especially towards Muslims.
It helps frame the clash-of-civilisations
worldview, which says Muslims hate the
West partly because they haven’t been
able to separate religion and politics. If
you accept this, which involves thinking
of Muslims as one monolithic group and
the West as another, it helps the “us and
them’’ attitude and lets the West sanitise
its own actions.

2006

If Americans can write off Muslim
resentment as irrational and ill-founded,
then they don’t have to scrutinise their
dealings with Muslims, such as US support for overthrowing the Iranian government in 1953 and the Shah’s 26-year reign
of terror, let alone modern Iraq. Worse, it
helps the clash of civilisations become a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Imagine if
President Bush had called 9/11 a crime
rather than a war, if the West hunted
Osama bin Laden merely as a murderer. It
would have given a much better sense of
perspective, and not let militants persuade
other Muslims that this is a war against
Islam.
But many in the West believe in such a
war. Author Sam Harris (The End of
Faith: Religion, Terror and the Future of
Reason) actually suggests that if an
Islamist regime gets nuclear weapons the
West might need to launch a nuclear first
strike. In other words, if we have to
slaughter millions by a first strike it will be
the fault of the Muslims and their crazy
religious beliefs.

H

arris says Muslims would misinterpret this “self-defence’’ as a genocidal
crusade and plunge the world into a
nuclear holocaust. To avoid this, he suggests the West will have to impose
“benign dictatorships’’ on Muslim countries, by force if necessary. And his book
has been endorsed by such academic
luminaries as Alan Dershowitz, Richard
Dawkins and Peter Singer.
One doesn’t have to be naive about
either Islam or Christianity to see the
danger of this secular myth. Harris may
be an extreme example, but the myth of
religious violence is still helping to shape
domestic and foreign policy in Western
governments.
Barney Zwartz is religion editor of The Age,
where a version of this article first appeared.
William Cavanaugh’s book on the subject,
The Myth of Religious Violence, is due out
ap
soon.

Visiting Melbourne?
Worship with us at South Yarra
Presbyterian Church – 621 Punt Road
Every Sunday 10.30 am. & 5.30 pm.
Session Clerk: Mr Jack Adlawan
Phone: (03) 9808 7391
(Less than 3 kms from CBD)
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Seats of learning
The Reformers gave us more than sound doctrine: they provided pews.

‘S

tand if you are able,” the pastor
says on Sunday morning as we
sing a hymn. “Please be seated,”
he says, and we return to our
normal posture for the sermon, Scripture
reading, or pastoral prayer. But before the
late Middle Ages, most Christians would
have found our extensive sitting in church
extremely odd. Where did pews come
from, and why do we spend so much time
in them?
Early Christians worshipped in private homes, and we know little of the
architecture of those house churches.
Once Christians could build public
spaces for worship, they adapted the
design of Roman law courts, where the
judge was seated and others stood
before him. The front of the church (the
apse, or chancel) had seats for the bishop
and assisting ministers, while the people’s part of the building (the nave) was
larger and unencumbered by seating,
except at low ledges around the side for
the elderly or infirm. People stood or
knelt where the action was. If a procession took place, they simply moved out
of the way.

I

n the Middle Ages, the action moved
further away from the nave. Monastery
chapels provided a long chancel with
seats, where the monks faced each other,
and a “high” or main altar at the far end of
the chancel. Often there were multiple
altars around the church with several
Masses going on simultaneously. When
churches adopted this arrangement, seats
were provided in the chancel for clergy
and wealthy laity. The rest of the congregation stood in the nave, often moving
from altar to altar when the ringing of a
bell warned them that each Mass had

‘The Manse’
Stanley, Tasmania
Holiday Accommodation
3 bedroom furnished home
available to Presbyterian
family and friends
Very Reasonable Rates
For More Information phone:
(03) 6458 1116 (03) 6458 1321

Jennifer
Woodruff Tait
reached its climax with the elevation of
the Host. In between, they said their own
prayers or even engaged in secular conversation. In the 1400s, isolated benches
were built to enable them to pray more
comfortably, but much open space
remained.

For the first
time, they
asked the
whole congregation to sit
on pews and
pay attention.

pews congenial to these aims, and pews
were common in both Catholic and
Protestant churches by 1600.
The experimentation of 1960s worship
— fuelled by the charismatic movement
and by Vatican II — tried to get the congregation up and moving again, allowing
flexible room in nave and chancel for
drama, dance, processions, and “movements of the Spirit”. This represented a
conscious return to early church models.
In many non-Western churches, the
congregation has never sat down. Eastern
Orthodox worship (except in some modern churches that have introduced seats)
has historically maintained the early and
medieval practice of standing and combining personal devotions with attention
to readings, music, and actions taking
place at the front of the church.
This article is reprinted with permission
from Christian History & Biography magaap
zine.

The Protestant Reformers wanted to
reconnect the people with the action at
the front of the church. They also wanted
worship to serve a teaching function. So,
for the first time, they asked the whole
congregation to sit on pews and pay attention.
Many found worshipping in this way
very puzzling, as historian Robert
Kingdon has written about Calvin’s
Geneva: “There were frequent cases heard
by the Consistory in its early years of people called in and accused of babbling in
church, even during a sermon. When
pressed they would say in some distress
that they were simply saying their
prayers.” After being told to “shut up and
listen”, Kingdon continues, the same people “would be called back in later sessions
to find out what they were gaining from
sermons … If they had trouble answering
these questions they would be told to go
to church more often, to listen to even
more sermons.”
The Catholic Counter-Reformation,
with its renewed focus on preaching the
Word and educating the laity, also found
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Hearts filled
Only a new love, for Christ, can expel the old – the world.

T

homas Chalmers (1780-1847) was
one of the most remarkable men
of his time — a mathematician,
evangelical theologian, economist, ecclesiastical, political, and social
reformer all in one. His most famous sermon was published under the unlikely
title “The Expulsive Power of a New
Affection”.
In it he expounded an insight of permanent importance for Christian living:
you cannot destroy love for the world
merely by showing its emptiness. Even
if we could do so, that would lead only
to despair. The first world–centred love
of our hearts can be expelled only by a
new love and affection — for God and
from God. The love of the world and
the love of the Father cannot dwell
together in the same heart. But the love
of the world can be driven out only by
the love of the Father. Hence Chalmers’
sermon title.
True Christian living, holy and right
living, requires a new affection for the
Father as its dynamic. Such new affection
is part of what William Cowper called
“the blessedness I knew when first I saw
the Lord” — a love for the holy that
seems to deal our carnal affections a
deadly blow at the beginning of the
Christian life.
Soon, however, we discover that for all
that we have died to sin in Christ, sin has
by no means died in us. Sometimes its
continued influence surprises us, even
appears to overwhelm us in one or other
of its manifestations. We discover that our
“new affections” for spiritual things must
be renewed constantly throughout the
whole of our pilgrimage. If we lose the
first love we will find ourselves in serious
spiritual peril.

S

ometimes we make the mistake of
substituting other things for it.
Favourites here are activity and learning.
We become active in the service of God
ecclesiastically (we gain the positions
once held by those we admired and we
measure our spiritual growth in terms of
position achieved); we become active
evangelistically and in the process measure spiritual strength in terms of increas-

Sinclair
Ferguson
ing influence; or we become active
socially, in moral and political campaigning, and measure growth in terms of
involvement.
Alternatively, we recognise the intellectual fascination and challenge of the
gospel and devote ourselves to understanding it, perhaps for its own sake, perhaps to communicate it to others. We
measure our spiritual vitality in terms of
understanding, or
in terms of the
influence it gives
Soon we us over others.
discover that But no position,
or
for all that we influence,
evolvement
can
have died to
expel love for the
sin in Christ,
world from our
sin has by no hearts. Indeed,
means died they may be
in us. expressions of
that very love.
Others of us
make the mistake
of substituting the rules of piety for loving affection for the Father: “Do not
handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!”
Such disciplines have an air of sanctity
about them, but in fact they have no
power to restrain the love of the world.
The root of the matter is not on my
table, or in my neighbourhood, but in
my heart. Worldliness has still not been
expelled.
It is all too possible, in these different
ways, to have the form of genuine godliness (how subtle our hearts are!) without
its power. Love for the world will not have
been expunged, but merely diverted.
Only a new love is adequate to expel the
old one. Only love for Christ, with all that
it implies, can squeeze out the love of this
world. Only those who long for Christ’s
appearing will be delivered from Demaslike desertion caused by being in love with
this world.
How can we recover the new affection
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for Christ and his kingdom that so powerfully impacted our life-long worldliness,
and in which we crucified the flesh with
its lusts?
What was it that created that first love
in any case? Do you remember? It was
our discovery of Christ’s grace in the
realisation of our own sin. We are not naturally capable of loving God for Himself,
indeed we hate Him. But in discovering
this about ourselves, and in learning of
the Lord’s supernatural love for us, love
for the Father was born. Forgiven much,
we loved much. We rejoiced in the hope
of glory, in suffering, even in God
Himself.
This new affection seemed first to
overtake our worldliness, then to master
it. Spiritual realities — Christ, grace,
Scripture, prayer, fellowship, service, living for the glory of God — filled our
vision and seemed so large, so desirable
that other things by comparison seemed
to shrink in size and become bland to the
taste.

T

he way in which we maintain “the
expulsive power of a new affection” is
the same as the way we first discovered it.
Only when grace is still “amazing” to us
does it retain its power in us. Only as we
retain a sense of our own profound sinfulness can we retain a sense of the graciousness of grace.
Many of us share Cowper’s sad questions: “Where is the blessedness I knew
when first I saw the Lord? Where is the
soul-refreshing view of Jesus and his
word?” Let us remember the height from
which we have fallen, repent and return to
those first works. It would be sad if the
deepest analysis of our Christianity was
that it lacked a sense of sin and of grace.
That would suggest that we knew little if
the expulsive power of a new affection.
But there is no right living that lasts without it.
Sinclair Ferguson is associate professor of
systematic theology at Westminster
Theological Seminary. This article was previously published in Eternity Magazine,
ap
December 1987.
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Letters
Unstable market

T

he inclusion in the May AP of a
Hillsong promotion featuring Rick
Warren and Bill Hybels, is at odds with
the magazine’s usual flavour.
It’s also unfortunate that this edition’s
theme, the primacy of preaching “as the
divinely sanctioned means for expanding
God’s work”, is contradicted by the
‘Mission Partners’ leaflet distributed with
it.
The anthropologically driven contextualisation advocated on page two of
Mission Partners, parallels the market driven contextualisation of Rick Warren and
Bill Hybels’ prescription for church
growth. Both rely on “the wisdom of the
world”. The dubious story of the failure
of preaching among the Tiv people of
Nigeria originates from church marketing
advocate C. Peter Wagner (Strategies For
Church Growth, 1987).
Gospel communication must be
understandable and engaging, but radical
contextualisation, whether in cross-cultural missions or church growth programs, is not just about new methodology
and its “success”, but ultimately about
accommodating (marketing) the gospel
to the prevailing culture.
Your own frequent contributor, J.I
Packer, has charged contemporary evangelicalism with misrepresenting the
gospel; of exchanging the biblical gospel
for a man-centred substitute product,
which “has conspicuously failed to produce deep reverence, deep repentence,
deep humility, a spirit of worship and a
concern for the church” (Introduction to
John Owen’s The Death Of Death, 1983).
Jesus’ volcanic denunciation of the
marketing experts when he cleared the
temple should arm us against the folly of
trying to build God’s kingdom with the
same customer-focused (felt needs)
strategies that motivate the world of commerce.
Stuart Parry,
Toowoomba, Qld

Another gospel

I

t seems to me and to others who have
mentioned it to me that it is inappropriate,
given our commitment as Presbyterians
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to the gospel, for our Church’s national
journal to promote Hillsong’s annual conference, even in an advertising leaflet, for,
unless I am mistaken, Hillsong’s gospel is
another gospel.
Including this material in the magazine
conveys the impression that we sympathise with Hillsong, and I would appreciate it if you would share this concern with
the editorial committee.
With many thanks for an excellent
magazine.
Rev. Peter Phillips,
Essendon, Vic

Wrong note

B
arney Zwartz’s article “High Notes”
(AP, June) unquestioningly cites an error
of fact. His interesting article on Scot’s
Melbourne music director Douglas
Lawrence quotes Lawrence’s measuring
his own world view by that of Viennese
psychiatrist Victor [Viktor] Frankl who
he claims to have been “killed by the
Nazis”. This is not true.
Frankl, his wife, parents and sister were
interned by the Nazis in 1942, being Jews.
Certainly his wife and parents died at
Nazi hands. Frankl was moved to
Auschwitz (1944) and in the same year
was moved again to camps near Dachau.
He was liberated by US forces on 27 April
1945. His sister survived, settling in
Australia. Frankl himself died on 2
September 1997.
Reflecting on his experiences in Nazi
camps, Frankl deduced that people who
discern and embrace a meaning for life will
have reason to survive; otherwise
“healthy” people who are filled with
despair do not survive. Indeed he based a
whole school of psychiatry on this insight.
Frankl was a Jew. However, the insight
he discerned has profound significance for
those who proclaim the Christian Gospel.
It is unfortunate that an error of fact
was accepted unquestioningly by AP and
crept on to its pages, albeit that the derivative point must be well taken and encouraging for our evangelical witness.
Rev. Peter Davidson,
Theodore, ACT

‘Contemporary’ flaw uncovered

Tchallenging
hank you for AP. In general I find it
and stimulating, faithful to
Scripture and a good counter balance to
The Briefing, another magazine which
seeks to be faithful to Scripture but which

I believe, has overreacted to the sacramentalism and traditionalism of the High
Anglican Church. AP generally presents
good, balanced teaching on holiness and
worship etc. You recognise the danger of
substituting holiness with legalism without giving the impression that this therefore gives us open slather to do more or
less whatever we like. Your teaching on
worship recognises the danger of limiting
worship to certain activities like singing or
“worship services”, that it involves all of
life. But you don’t fall into the opposite
extreme either which virtually shuns any
thought of devotional worship of our
God, whether privately or corporately as
something sub-Christian.
For this reason I find the June cover of
AP quite offensive and in poor taste. You
don’t claim that it is a modern presentation of the “last Supper”, but it certainly
gives that impression. I thought that The
Da Vinci Code tried hard enough to
destroy the credibility of this Biblical
account, it didn’t really need any help
from AP. I find the picture a strange contrast to the subject of “holiness”. I really
hope that AP is not jumping on the bandwagon, that it doesn’t start throwing the
baby out with the bath water by trying to
be “contemporary” rather than being biblical.
John Zylstra,
Maclean, NSW

Visiting
Outback
Qeensland?

??
:

Worship with us at

Charleville
St James Presbyterian Church
76 Galatea St, Charleville, QLD

:
Worship Service

Sunday 9am
Contact: Rev David Knott

qq(07) 4654 3100
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AUGUST 2006
1 Pray for the Presbyterian Inland
Mission as it seeks the right man,
funding and other resources to
reestablish a Presbyterian witness
among the many-sided but mainly
young 140,000 people of Darwin.
2 Presbytery of the Hunter NSW, 10
parishes and 6 home mission stations
totaling 30 congregations with about
1,555 c&a and 340 yf, 1 missionary, 3
defense chaplains, 5 retired ministers.
Zelma Hasselman clerk.
3 Cairns parish North Qld with about
170 c&a, 70 yf and 8 e, including
Korean and Japanese ministry and its
building project; Harold and Morna
Oh.
4 Daniel and Esther Win from Chester
Hill, Sydney mission partners (APWM)
workers among students in South East
Asia with Camps Crusade and
Chinese Christian Mission, Australia.
5 Glen and Rachael Connor from
Sydney Central church mission partners (APWM) workers teaching at
Talua Ministry Training Centre with
the Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu.
6 Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
West Wyalong parish S W NSW
including Weethalle, Tallimba,
Barmedman and Mirrool with about
145 c&a, 25 yf and 9 e;
7 Heywood-Portland parish western
Victoria with about 80 c&a, 5 yf and 5
e; Ian and Val Johnstone.
8 Canaan Korean parish Petersham,
Sydney; Man Kyoung and Young Ran
Moon.
9 Myles & Robyn from Griffith NSW
mission partners (APWM) workers in
Central Asia in rural development

with Interserve.
10 Peppermint Grove parish Perth
including Mandarin and Japanese ministry about 105 c&a, 20 yf and 5 e;
Keith and Ann Morris, Jack Mander.
11 The biblical worldview conference
“Fire on the Mountain” at Mt
Tamborine, Qld, this weekend – Kim
Dale and speakers Peter and Rebecca
Jones, Fayek Iskander, Frank
Stootman and Sandra Percy.
12 Presbytery of Melbourne East, 15
parishes totaling 18 congregations
with about 1,220 c&a and 355 yf, 1
missionary, 2 school chaplains, 2 theological teachers, 1 theological candidate, 2 retired ministers and 3 under
jurisdiction. Kevin Childs clerk.
13 Gladstone parish Central Qld including Benarby and Calliope with about
100 c&a, 30 yf and 7 e; David and
Margaret Secombe.
14 Dennis and Glenys Tranter from
Frankston, Vic. mission partners
(APWM) workers at Borroloola, NT
in teaching, support and pastoral ministry with Australian Indigenous
Ministries.
15 Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
Blackburn parish Melbourne with
about 35 c&a, 2 yf and 5 e.
16 Urim Korean parish Chatswood,
Sydney; Won-Kyoung and Mi-Sook
Park.
17 John (and Kiet) Leung from Sydney
mission partners (APWM) workers as
General Secretary of Chinese
Christian Mission, Australia.
18 Rutherford parish Newcastle NSW
with about 35 c&a and 4 e; Kevin and
Jenny Cooper.
19 Nicky from Mitchelton, Brisbane mission partners (APWM) worker in
South Asia as a nurse with Interserve.
20 Mike Wilson, coordinator of Cross
Cultural ministry in NSW and the
Advisory panel of seven from various
ethnic backgrounds, planning a day in
September to discuss the special needs
of NESB (non English-speaking background) churches.
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JULY 2006
21 Rokeby special (home mission) parish
Hobart with about 50 c&a, (communicants and adherents), 25 yf (younger
folk – Sunday School and youth) and
4 e (elders); Neil and Dorothy
McKinlay.
22 Granville and Denny Pillar from
Gosford, NSW mission partners
(APWM) workers in Hungary lecturing and tutoring in a university with
the International Institute of
Christian Studies.
23 Presbytery of Bass, northern
Tasmania, 4 parishes and 3 special
(home mission) parishes totaling 13
congregations with about 790 c&a and
165 yf, 1 missionary, 1 theological candidate, 1 retired minister and 1 under
jurisdiction. Muriel Bissett clerk.
24 Participants in the women’s Be
Creative Workshops at Kennedy
(NQ) last weekend and at Ipswich
next Saturday.
25 Praise God with Robyn Davies from
Strathfield, Sydney mission partners
(APWM) worker Wycliffe Bible
Translators in PNG for the completion of the Ramoaaina New
Testament, and pray for its printing,
distribution and acceptance.
26 Griffith parish NSW Riverina with
about 95 c&a, 20 yf and 3 e; Peter and
Anna Gobbo.
27 Chinchilla parish, western Qld with
about 110 c&a, 15 yf and 4 e; David
and Dianne Knott.
28 Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
Ryde parish home mission station
with about 70 c&a, 5 yf and 8 e.
29 Burwood Chinese Community
church, Melbourne with about 80
c&a, 20 yf and 3 e; John and Liliek
Elnatan.
30 All students and staff at the
Presbyterian Theological College,

Melbourne, and its plans for expansion; Douglas Milne principal.
31 Participants in the recent “Embers to a
Flame” three-day conferences on
church revitalization at Surfers
Paradise and Melbourne as they seek
to apply locally the biblical insights
gained from Rev. Henry Reeder.
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Books
The Old Evangelicalism:
Old Truths for a
New Awakening
Iain Murray
Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2005.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

I

n 1901 the Salvation Army General,
William Booth, was asked about the chief
dangers for the 20th century, and he
replied: “Religion without the Holy Ghost,
Christianity without Christ, forgiveness
without repentance, salvation without
regeneration, politics without God, and
heaven without hell.” According to Iain,
the Arminian Booth got it tragically right.
Iain Murray tackles the issues of the
need for conviction of sin in conversion,
the imputed righteousness of Christ, the
love of God seen in the cross, the general
love of God for all, assurance of salvation,
and Christian unity. The approach is more
historical and pastoral than expositional,
but the result is a balanced and fair treatment of each of the issues raised.
Murray has worked from a goldmine
of quotations that should stimulate the
reader's thinking. Thomas Robinson
wrote that “sin is nowhere seen so terrible,
nor the law so inflexible, as in the cross of
Christ”. God’s attitude to sin can be seen
in the law, but even more graphically, in
the cross. Yet the cross is also described by
Augustine as “a pulpit in which Christ
preached his love to the world”. Indeed,
“Rabbi” Duncan speaks of God’s love for
the lost in a most striking way: “Men
evangelised cannot go to hell but over the
bowels of God’s great mercies. They must
wade to it through the blood of Christ.”
There is an interesting and helpful
chapter on “What can we learn from John
Wesley?” Such is the appreciation that Iain
has come to of Wesley that he once
exchanged a fine china figure of Wesley
for a second-hand set of Daniel Neal’s
History of the Puritans, and now regrets it.
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I rather think that he got the better of the
deal, but it is true that Wesley deserves his
due. This volume has much to commend
it, and deserves to be widely read,
digested, and re-read.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP

The Christ Files

John Dickson
Blue Bottle, 2005
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

O
ne gets very weary of all the supposed
“scholarship” which constantly seeks to
undermines the historicity of the New
Testament. This little book (it’s only 101
pages long) is a breath of fresh air in this
regard, as it deals very fairly, helpfully and
positively with the New Testament and
the whole question of how we approach it.
Any serious reader of the New Testament
will find great help here. Let’s hope the
ABC gets a copy of The Christ Files, for it
will save them from all that unnecessary
skepticism.
Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scot’s
Kirk, Fremantle.

Abortion in Australia
into the Twentieth
Century
NSW Right to Life
Sydney, 2006.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

More facts emerge. The provision of
counseling before abortion in a South
Australian hospital led to a 25 per cent
decrease in the number of abortions in
2003. The decline in the number of maternal deaths due to abortion has little to do
with the elimination of so-called “backyard” abortions but everything to do with
the introduction of antibiotics.
The booklet concludes with seven recommendations that are designed to bring
about a reduction in the number of abortions. These are helpful, but there is a danger of losing the moral dimension to the
whole grisly business. The aim has to be
more than to bring about a reduction in
the abortion figures, but to usher in a
renewed moral climate where life is treasured as a gift of a good God, and the
slaughter of the unborn becomes
unthinkable.

5-Minute Church
Historian
Rick Cornish
NavPress, 2005
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

5prisingly
-second book review – simply and surbrillant!
At a Time Like This
Simon Manchester
Kingsford: Matthias Media, 2006.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

This is a sensitive treatment of the subTproduced
his is a simply written and attractively ject of loss and grief. It is written in pasbooklet that sets out the basic toral and conversational style, which is
facts associated with the subject of abortion. All kinds of interesting statistics are
presented. In 2002-3, for example, there
were only 73 general adoptions in the
whole of Australia (these exclude overseas
adoptions and adoptions by a family member). In the same year there were 419 late
term abortions, that is, carried out after the
unborn child was at least 20 weeks old.
Thus there were nearly six times the number of late term abortions as there were
adoptions – a disgraceful figure for any
society that wishes to call itself civilised.

quite engaging. For example, the first sentence is: “You may not feel very much like
reading right now.” It does not assume
that the reader is a Christian – in fact, the
assumption is the other way – but seeks to
draw the reader to faith in Christ.
There are not many worthwhile treatments of this subject, and this is a most
welcome work. It is most suitable to hand
out to non-Christians who are grieving.
At a time of sorrow, it does not give false
hope, but gently points to the Saviour
who triumphed over death.
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Taking it easy
Salvation is simple – and also impossible.

T

he other day I heard a Muslim
exclaim in exasperation: “It cannot be that easy, that Christ dies
for sinners, and that is it.” He was
complaining that the Christian view of
salvation seemed too easy. In a sense one
can understand his dilemma. At times the
Bible seems to declare that salvation is
simply a matter of receiving a free gift, and
at other times it seems to require such a
high standard from us that heaven would
seem to be the habitation only of God and
His angels.
John 3:16 famously tells us that whoever believes in Christ as God’s Son shall
not perish but have everlasting life. To the
criminal on the cross who asked Jesus to
remember him when He came into His
kingdom, Jesus gave the word of assurance that he would be in Paradise that
very day (Luke 23:39-43). In one day he
went from a life bereft of good works to
salvation, and on to glory.
The account of the woman taken in
adultery is missing from some ancient
manuscripts (John 7:53-8:1-11) but the
greatest of the early Church Fathers,
Augustine of Hippo, said that many
removed it because they feared that
women would use it to justify infidelity.
At first sight, Jesus seems to be too easy
on the woman: “Neither do I condemn
you; go, and sin no more.”
In the parable of the two men in the
temple, it is the tax collector – the cheat
who worked for the idolatrous and
despised Roman government – who
went down to his house justified (Luke
18:9-14). Time and again, Jesus offended
law-abiding religious leaders who could

Peter
Barnes
not abide His eating with sinners, and
even allowing Himself to be touched by
them (Mark 2:15-17; Luke 7:37-39; 15:12).
Nor does the “easy” teaching finish
with the gracious words and work of
Christ. The apostle Paul told a Gentile
jailer who may
have just beaten
him and fastened
his feet in the
When self ’s stocks, “Believe
strength is in the Lord Jesus,
gone, God’s and you will be
saved, you and
strength will
your household”
come in. (Acts
16:31).
Salvation is by
C. H. SPURGEON
free grace, and
can never be
earned by works
(Eph.
2:8-9).
John, too, tells us to drink from the spring
of the water of life freely (Rev. 21:7;
22:17).
This message can be found even in the
Old Testament. Manasseh must have
spent 50 years of his life as king of Judah
doing what was evil in God’s sight. He
erected altars to the Baals, made Asherahs,
and worshipped all the host of heaven. He
desecrated Jerusalem, and descended into
fortune-telling and sorcery, looking for
wisdom in the wizards and mediums
rather than in the Word of God. He even
sacrificed his sons in the Valley of the Son
of Hinnom. Yet when he was taken prisoner to Babylon, he humbled himself
before the God of his fathers, and was forgiven and restored (2 Chron. 33).
Salvation is “without money and without
price” (Isa. 55:1).
Small wonder that the 17th century
Scottish federal theologian William
Guthrie was not afraid to preach that the
way of salvation was “now most easy”.
Indeed, at times it seems all too easy to
the Pharisee who indwells each one of us.
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Yet in other parts of the Bible, the way
of salvation seems impossibly hard. Our
righteousness is to exceed that of the
scribes and Pharisees or we shall not
enter the kingdom of heaven (Matt.
5:20). Jesus tells the rich young ruler to
keep all the commandments, and then
sell what he possessed, give the proceeds
to the poor, and follow Him (Matt.
19:16-21).
Jesus’ teaching on marriage and
divorce is so tight that the disciples think
that it is better not to marry (Matt. 19:110). The Lord tells us to deny ourselves,
and lose our lives for His sake in order to
find life (Matt. 16:24-25).
Life comes from keeping the Lord’s
statutes and rules (Lev. 18:5; Rom. 10:5;
Gal. 3:12). If we love God with all our
heart, all our soul, all our strength, and all
our mind, and love our neighbour as ourselves, we shall live (Luke 10:25-28). We
are to be holy as the Lord our God is holy,
and perfect as He is perfect (Lev. 19:2;
Matt. 5:48). If we fail to keep all of God’s
law all the time, then we are cursed (Deut.
27:26; Gal. 3:10).

W

hat then – is salvation easy or impossible? How do we reconcile these
verses? The simple answer is that God
drives us out of ourselves by giving us
commandments that we as sinners have
not kept. Broken, we see our need of
someone to save us because we cannot
save ourselves. Then in gratitude, and
looking to His coming in power, we seek
to serve the King who saved us. Law leads
to grace, and grace leads to discipleship.
It is as Charles Spurgeon once told his
congregation: “When self ’s strength is
gone, God’s strength will come in … I do
not want to rouse your activity, you
unconverted people: I want to rouse you
to the conviction that you are lost, and I
pray God the Holy Spirit may convince
you.” Or as Jesus said in reply to the disciples’ question as to who could be saved:
“With man this is impossible, but with
God all things are possible” (Matt.
19:26).
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.

